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Mrs. Agnes Myers Gets Into Fed - Man
eral Court on Habeas Corpus.
May Stay Hanging.
Chicago, Dec. 21. An attempt was
made today by Frank T. Ellerbrock
'
to ttmaMklnaHe Judge Charles 8. Cutting o the probate court. The attempt was almost successful, and it is
difficult to understand how the judge,
escaped barm.
Wlhen Judge Cutting entered
the
court house this morning he was followed into the elevator by Ellerbrock
who was dlsapolnted by a decision
rendered some time ago by the judge.
Ellerbrock stepped close to the Judge
and drawing a revolver placed It
against the judge's side and pulled
the trigger. The Judge moved slightly
aa the cartridge exploded and the
bullet passed through his clothing,
Ellerbrock
without touching him.
made another attempt to Are, but an
attache of the building, named I
vlne, who was In the elevator, knock-th- e
revolver from his hand ad grappled with him. The elevator man ai
e
others came to the assistance of
assassin was
and the would-boverpowered and taken to the police
station." There, It is said, Ellerbrock
gave Indications of being insane.
Grand Jury Indicted.
The grand jury has promptly re
turned an indictment charging Ellerbrock with assault with deadly weapon and with attempt to kill.""'
lje-vin-

e

MYERS WOMAN MURDERER ''
ASKS FOR HABEAS CORPUS
Kansas City, Dec. 21. Habeas cor
pus proceedings were brought In the

i

federal court here today la behalf of
Mrs. Agnea Myers, now confined In
jail at Mberty, Mo., under sentence
to be hanged January 10, for the
murder of her husband. The United
States supreme court recently refus
ed to reopen the case. The court
reserved Us action upon the upplica
tion for the writ.
JNSUJRING AGAINST

RUS- -

OUTBREAK
Lloyds under
writes are insuring against aa out
break between Russia and Japan in
1907 at 5 guineas or 5.23 per cent.
It is jrenerally recognized that the
time for tho renewal of hostilities is
not yet but there are clour signs that
only for tho financial condition of
both Russia and Jap?u hostilities
would have been declared ere this.
Russia's naval strength In the east
is being strengthened daily and Japan
of
will coon have eight battleships
the Drcadnaught type while the continued
Increase
of her fighting
strength ashore is remarkable. For
a time Japan Iscrensed her army
only by the four divisions raised during tho war but it Is now announced
that it will be increased by twenty divisions. The cavalry is being
daily and the most improved machine guns uro being attached
to every Infantry regiment. The railway troops, and balloon corps are
greatly Increased as are also tho
fortress artillery. !r. the meantime
Russia is improving her condition as
she has 187 battalions now, while she
had only 88 before the last war. Altogether la west Silieria,
and the Maritime province,
Russia has nine divisions of rifles
Knd onu of horse, with three reserve
brigades of foot. The latter are
twice as Btrong ag they were before
tho war. Thus Russia 'has fifteen
field and reserve divisions, not
the force at Harbin, which
must bo evacuated next April, each
of sixteoao battalions, totalling 256
battalions as compared with only 136
mobile tattallons at the beginning of
1905. Hor cavalry strtngth Is alout
the name as It was before. Hor field
artillery bus been increased from 16
to 63 batteries each of 80 horses forming 90 batteries of 9 guns each In
war. Mountain batteries have been
tormod and all ports in the east manned whllo communication with European Riossla Is now shorter and less
'iaWo to interruption.
E
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ARRESTED

14
CHARGED

WITH

THEFT

OWNER DECLARES HE SAW PERKINS TAKE HIS WHEEL FROM
IN FRONT OF HOUSE.
a negro ..youth 18
luna rerh-icyears oM, was arrested by the olice
thin morning on a charge of stealing
a bicycle from an employe of the
American Lumber company, who reside on North Eighth street.working
The police who have lee!i
on tho e.ase, are positive they have
'viJeiica against Perkins tiiut will
convict him.
Perkins was
According to
seen to take the wheel from the home
of tso owner ou North Eighth street,
sad rster he tried t sell it to a local
!1K ,u Ql ,n'"'
P ale.r In bicycles.
he is tdlegcd to have disposed of the
bike to a iiittive whose adobe is In the

lg'VUu

H'uwi

win el

district.

police

'j:i.:u3

have

recovered

is in Jail.
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Commerce Commission Resumes Examination of Shippers In. Many Un)s.

174

J'", iff

V,

GRAIN MEN FEAR TO TAKE

:77:x-

BY YOUNG

the

FARMING

r

LAD OF TWENTY

I ft

v

FUTURE ORDERS FOR GRAIN
At Caldwell. Kansas. 200 Cars and
Only One Engine to Pull Them
to Destinations.

and Woman Are Arrested For Robbing Employer in
Chicago of Diamonds of Great Financial Valu- eBut Ttie Gems. Were Recovered.

iKansas City, Dec 21. The InterCommerce Commission car
shortage bearing, was resumed this
morning.
Numerous shippers in the
different llttea have bee a subpoeaned
to testify. .

Annanolis. Dec. 21 'Henry Davis. Hn had' alrradv served two veara in
alias, Henry Chambers, colored-- , who toe penitentiary for a similar crime.
committed, felonious assault on Mrs.
AND
John Reid, of Brownsville, five miles SHOT THE HUSBAND
CLUBBED TO DEATH FAMILY.
from Annapolis, last Friday, and who
Houston, Mo., Dec. 21. Joda Ham
confessed to the crime, was taken ilton,
a.
boy, whose
from Jail here this morning by a mob execution was set farmer
for today, on Ocof about sixty masked men and lynch- tober
last killed Barney I'arsons, a
ed. He was strung up and his body
neighboring farmer:
Mrs.
Parsons
was riddled with bullets.
their three small children. ParThe Jail is situated in an Isolated and
v
"
V
V
a farm near that
.
section of the city and no difficulty sons had rented
his
He
Hamilton.
by
sold
was encountered in securing the owned
to Hamilton and started with
prisoner. In a statement made after cropsfamily
overland for Iowa. Ham
the negro had been taken from jail. his
with his
ilton became dissatisfied
Deputy Sheriff Rulien L. Smallwood bargain
lay In wait for Parsons.
The Real Bear to Teddy Bear:
and
appear
man
2
'clock
a
aliout
said that
to repay the haven't answered."
Parsons
asked
He
rang.
said
He
and
Jail
the
outside
and upon the latter's refusal
that he had a prisoner, but Smallwood money,
He
saw he had no prisoner and so re- shot him twice with a shotgun.
Mrs. Parsons and the
clubbed
then
In.
let
him
to
fused
Ho pulled the FATAL HEAD COLLISION
Soon after a mob of sixty men ap- children to death.
them
peared and with sledge hammers bodies to a creek and dumped
and then drove home In Parsons
broke a hole In the jail door, througn jout,
wagon.
He was arrested ami prompt
which one crawled- and opened' the
KILLS
THREE OE
Today's hanging was
door. At the point of a ipistol Warden ly confessed.
legal execution ver held in
George Taylor was compelled to sur- the first
county.
render the keys and In a few mo- this
carwas
and
secured
ments Davis
He made HOUSEHOLD SERVANTS
ried bodily out of the Jail.
STEAL VALUABLE DIAMONDS.
no resistance.
Utlca, Dee. 21. A man who gave
Davis was closfly questioned and
again admitted the assault. A rope his name as Franz Medslelksl, and a Engine Running Light Collided
was quickly slipped over hla head. woman, who claims to be Madeline
With Frieght by Forgetful-nes- s
By this time Davis was unconscious fLreeger, were arrested on the train
here 'this morning, upon the
front fright and from the blow showof Engineer.
ered upon him. While In this condi- charge of having robbed C. S. Stein,
It is alleged they are
tion he was hoisted to the limb of a of Chicago.
tree, and at least 100 bullets wre Frank Hallberg and wife, two of
The man FIVE HAVE DIED FROM
fired Into his body. The police made Stein's family servants.
no attempt to Interfere with the mob. had from $7,000 to $10,000 worth of
The
diamond In his possession.
EXPLOSION LN COAL MIME
Had Served for Some Crime.- Mrs. Reld is a white woman. When prisoner said that all the articles be
arrested last Saturday Davis protest- longed to the woman, whom he as
Spokane. Wash.. Dec. 21. Three
ed his Innocence, but the next day serted he had met In the old country,
after being confronted by his victim, and with whom he had been living trainmen wcre fatally hurt in a head-ocollision' between a light engine
who Identified fiim, he confessed. j about a year.
and a Great Northern freight, two
miles east of Hllliyard early today.
Fireman Paul Schuppert and Hrake-ma- n
Guy Salsbury of the freight died
shortly arter being taken to tho hospital. Howard Newton, engineer of
the light engine, Is dying. It Is supposed that Engineer Newton forgot
tuat the freight was duo at this hour,
and so started east Ien Hansen,
fireman, was badly waldtd but will
recover.

state

jTr fix

WILL GET

HOW PRESIDENT

OVER CHRISTMAS HOLIDAYS

Washington, Dec. 21. Unless prf-1
plans are disarranged. President
Roosevelt will spend a portion of tho
holidays at Pine Knot. Va.,
the country home purchased by Mrs.
The president will noli

leave Washington until after Christ-en- t
mas day and will probably remain
at Pine Knot until the .Monday
lowing, returning to Washington in
t.
time for TtKday's New Year
tion at the white house.
recep-Roosevel-
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NEW AMBASSADOR FOR THIS

four times, and you

LAST HEARING IN STATE
MISSOURI

CHARGES MERELY
POLITICAL

AGAINST

OIL COMBINE

Not Only Are They Political Will Be Held January 7th

But Factional Politics
Involved

as

at

St. Louis Where Results
May Probably Follow.

Well.

LIFE CRIMINAL GETS A
TELLER ANDERSON WANTS
GET TRIAL OFF HIS MIND .
SECOND TERM FOR LfFE

FROM

N

E

,.

e

j

j

Ixmdon, Dec. 21. Tho appointment Bryce himself. He declined to make
of James' Bryce to be ambassador at any statement for publication.
admitted by ever.
is now

NOLAN

DENIES

NATIVE

HE TOOK

SANCHEZ'S

MONEY;

ATTACKS LAMP

POST AND MEETS DEFEAT

ISLAND SHOWS A
GREAT ENGINE SHORTAGE
Caldwell, Kan., Dec. 21. The congested condition of the yards of the
Rock Island In thig city 'may be. taken
as a partial cause of the. shortage of
coal in western Kansas towns. This
morning there were over 200 loaded
cars here and but one engine to pull
them toward their deetinatlon.
ROCK

OARSMEN!
STILL UNDECIDED.
London, Dec. 21. At a meeting of
the heads of tho Oxford and Cam- bridge Towing clubs today the ques- tion as to whether a Joint crew should
be sent to contrite In the Jamestown
exposition intt rnational rowing regat- ta, next year, was discussed but no
definite action was taken In the
matter.
It was the opinion of the
meeting liowever, that the cost would
be very great and It certainly does
not look, at present, as If a team
would be sent.
ENGLISH

Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 21. J. D. F.
New York, Dec. 21. What prom
Rynhart, tornur cashier and vice ises to be the last hearing In the suit
president of tho defunct Farmers' and by the state of Missouri to oust the
Drovers' National bank of Waynes-burg- Standard Oil of Indiana, tho Waters-PiercPa., who Is accused of making
and the Repunbllc Oil compafalse entries in tho books and falsi- nies from Missouri, is to be held at
fying reports to tho comptroller of St.
January 7. This announcethe currency, today drslid that he ment was made today by Judge J. D.
had knowingly violated the rules or Johnson, general attorney for the War
regulations of banking.
Tho allega- ters PieiVe. After the testimony that
tions of embezzlement, forgery and has been taken before Commissioner
fa.silication of the lunik's Uioks or Anthony, has been reviewed by him
that risky loans were taken by the It will be transmitted to the supreme
hunk on account of Hlitlcs, he said court of Missouri.
were false. "I declare to the world,"
no said, "that during my career as MURDERER WHO WILL SERVE
TWO LIFE SENTENCES.
FIVE HAVE ALREADY DIED
a banker I have not once slooied to
21. Curtis
Dec.
Ivoulsvllle.
AND TWO MORE CAN'T LIVE action that could not bear thorough
Jett
Pittsburg, Kan., Dec. 21 I. W. Ed- Investigation. At the bottom of all was today found guilty of the assas- wards, Dorn Ratz and Mat Tucca, this trouble, I regret to Hay. Ih worse sinatlon of James Cockrell at Jack-- j
son, Ky., four years ago, and son-- i
three miners Injured by the explosion than politics factional politics."
yesterday at the Fidelity Coal comfenced to life Imprisonment. Jett
confessed that he alone killed Cock
pany's mine near Stone City, Kan., TELLER ANDERSON GLAD
died today making a total of five
TO GET BACK FOR TRIAL. rell. He is now serving a life sen
Dorman and
deaths to date,
City, Dec. 21. Wm.
Kansas
C tence for complicity in the murder of
Frank Brenner, two more of the in- Anderson, embezzler and assistant Attorney Marcum several years ago.
jured, cannot live. In nil fourteen teller of the First National bank, nr-- '
men were injured.
rived In Kansas City early today from APACHE INDIAN BOY
Austin, Texas, In custody of two offJORDAN WATER ARRIVES
AndTSoa denied that he had
IN UNITED 8TATES. icers.
TRAP BOOT IEGGER
$50,000, or that there was a
Now York, Dec. 21. A number of stolen
woman
the case, but said that he
barrels of water from the river In was gladIn to
"get this thing off his
the Holy land arrived here today on mind."
Two Apache boys from the local
Bank officials place Ander-- I
The water wbl be
the Campania.
son's shortage at $9,IXH), and deny Indian school, used as decoys, trapdistributed throughout the states for itiu
reports that It is far l:i excess ped Romulo Chaves red handed boot
baptismal use In churches. Extraorlegging.
.amount.
dinary precautions were taken to In- of this
The superintendent at the schools
sure absolute purity and cleanliness MINES USE 25 PER CENT
worked up the deal. The boys were
by boiling the water before It was
given money, which In turn was
OF COAL PRODUCED.
put In the casks on the very spot
Pittsburg, Dec. Jl. According to ' given to Chaves, who bought two
where St. John Is said to liave bap- the latest report
of the Pennsylvania Masks of whiskey. Tho authorities
tized Christ. Colonfl Clifford Nadaud. department of mines
anthracite coal appeared uMn the scene Just as tho
who headed the expedition, encounter- producers of
state are shown to native was turning the goods over to
the be among thethelargest
ed' great difficulty in bringing
producers of the boys. Chaves was taken before
water, as no casks were to be bad in coal. At some of the mines
a I'nited States Commissioner H. R.
Palestine, so he- had to have them vast quantity of water has where
to be Whiting this morning and bound over
made in Asia Minor. Then he had pumped, twenty-fivto the federal grand Jury.
per cent of
to make his own wagons aad devise coal produced Is used, for steam the
nd
purification
in
own
the
his
metiinds of
Steam with which to opt rate WOMEN TO SORTIN TOBACwilderness. The water will bo drunk heal.
CO
WAREHOUSES.
engines
has to be forced
shaft
Hartford, Conn., Dec. 21. Wareas well ns used for baptismal pur- through more than
of steam
poses, and If American churches sup- pipe; aud, in order100 tomiles
house
owners
In this state are now
operate the
port the enterprise, other consign- machinery required In anthracite min- experimenting with women
tobacco
ments will be made.
Sorttrs now receive up to
ing 4HU.218 horsepower had to be 'pro- sorters.
$1.50
$2.25
compared
with
a dav as
duced by steam In 1903. For all these !a
years ago, but tho advanced
VAST TEXAS LANDS
few
company
of
the
anthracite
ON THF MARKET. purisises
Pennsylvania used last year 6,359,-i'S- i price has not served to attract compe.
Washington.
Dec 21. Over one
tons of coal and puid a coal bill lent. neip. women ami gins nave
million acres of public lands in Texas amounting to sevcrul hundred thou- been employed in the wart houses for
several years to be and size the leaf
will he sold on January 1st. It will sand dollurs.
but have not hitherto been trusted
be sold to the highest bidders in lots
with tho responsibility of grading or
of from one to eighty sections, the FRANCE PAN ALIZES
COTTON 8EED OIL. sorting the leaf. Warehouse owners
state giving the purchasers forty
years time to pay for it. Most of the
Paris, Dec. 21. When the matter aro confident that the women will
land is situated in the western l,ait-o- conns liefore tao chamber of denu- learn as rapidly as men and that their
des l In re Is no doubt but a prohibi- Judgment will prove as good. The
the stile.
tive duty will be placed on cotton Introduction of women Into the busiseed oil which is largely Imported ness Is not for the purpose of cheapCLOSE ESCAPE FROM
oil In- ening labor, but to solve the labor
BAD BOSTON FIRE. from America. The olive
persons dustries are moving in tho matter shortage.
Dotiton, Dec. 21. Eight
were carrbd down ladders by the pv a.id are demanding 'protection against CONSUMPTION
OF
lice aud firemen during a fire In a cotton seed oil which is extensively
SALMON ABNORMAL.
three-storwooden
The customs
block In the replacing olive oil.
New York. Dec. 21. The great deBrighton district early thlu morning. commission of the chamber of depufor British Columbia and Puget
There were a number of narrow es- ties will pro)oso a rider to the budget mand
sockeye salmon continues and
capes, but no one w as Injun d.
The Increasing the tariff on cotton seed Soundconsumption
for this season of
Strong the
to six francs jht kilogram.
loss is put at IJS.OOu.
abnormal. The
tho year
i. presentations will be made against packing is considered
of l'juii red salmon falls
V
tlie promised Increase.
short by about one million casts of
NO MORE CONGRESS FOR
that of last year. There was a carry-ovt- r
ENORMOUS DECREASE
THE NEXT TWO WEEKS.
from previous years packs In
IN OTTOWA'S REVENUE.
Special to Evening Citizen.
("on- Washington, Dec.
Ottowa, Dec. 21. The revenue of l be bands of Pacific canners and
gre-- s
has adjour.ieil till after
the government for the fiscal year speculators in the east and west, and
cases,
amounted to $:!ti.D22r)li, an Increase in England, of almost 2.
4 tlu holidays. January 3, l'jo7.
work for the
of over $.",uiM,nii(i, compared with the so that the world's available supply-waAadrews is
fully ti.Ouu.oiMi, the largest quanThere is
Penrose t ill to give New Mexi- Miine period of last year.
a decriase
of aluuit StiO.OOtl In the tity of taliuon unsold in the history
six
co 15.nuii for
lerks
i
eiidilure on ordinary account, ami of the salmon business, liw prices
in the legislature.
There of red Alaska was the result of this
of over IIOu.ooii in capital.
Messr. liird and Stewart, of
,! I.e a good surplus left when the condition.
Nogale-iFrom P.kmi to 1 '.," the l
Ariz
are here.
puck was L'u Ssl.tMMi casts.
.1
6
!al a count Is provided for
j

COUNTRY

portation department of the Kansas
City board, of trade, said that Kansas
City grain men feared to accept future orders for fear of inability to get
cars.
"In your opinion, has car shortage
had any effect upon the price of grain
to the people' asked Commissioner
Prouty.
"I think it has," replied Wilson.
Wilson said that the claim of railroads that the grain men did not unload the cars promptly did not apply
to Kansas City grain men, as the
cars that arrived there were released
without delay. The witness presented data to show the receipts of grain
at Kansas City had decreased 6.780
cars in eleven months, and despite
this It was harder now to get cars
than formerly.

titty.

iv

Here I've said Merry Christmas

LACK OF CARS HAS HURT
KANSAS GRAIN TRADE
K. G. Wilson, manager of the trans-
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ALL INJURY FIENDISH ATROCITY

ESCAPED

I

Negro Is Lynched for Felonious Assault
on White Woman Near Annapolis.
He Confessed His Guilt.

JUDGE

FORTUNATELY

tS

if"

NOT SHOW ABATEMENT

-

j

..
n
j.j
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TO KILL

TOBACCO

BOLL WEEVIL.
Ilatesvllle, Tenn., Dec. 21. Artuur
English
Herbert, an
scientist, who
has been Investigating the ravages
of the boll weevil la the southern
cotton fields announced that he has
discovered a simple rmedy to destroy the pest. His plan simply is
to grow tobacco plants amongst the
cotton and he now states that after
three years Investigation he has found
that tho weevil will not live In toe
vicinity of tobacco. All growers can
utilize this discovery without expense and with no more additional labor than is required to produce the
cotton.
COTTON

INTERNATIONAL CHESS

MATCH GAMES ARRANGED.

London, Dec. 21. Professor Boyce
today announced the names of the
players from Oxford and Camb ridge
universities, who would play in a sis
board chess match between the English universities and the American
lntercollege chess league composed of
Harvard, Yale, Princeton and Columbia, on March 23. The best players
in the universities have been selected.

e

BEN

DECLARES HE JUAN
DON
DERNA
IMITATES
BORE GOOD REPUTATION
QUIXOTE AND LOSES POLICE GET HIM.
IN LAS VEGAS.
WILLIAMS

J

'

When Juan Derna appeared in
court this morning, after having
prematurely carried a load of Christmas joy, bis lace appeared as though
There was striking
it pained him.
altout his "best" eye that It
had come into violent contact with
something a little harder than flesh
and cuticle. The member was In total eclipse; the shadows were of varied hue.
Derna knew nothing of tin. occurrence, but the iiolice explain the pheDerna, in the exuberance
nomenon.
of his jag, they said, had assaulted an
unoffending lamp post.
The conflict was short, sharp and
Only half a round was
decisive.
fought, and the post got the best of
The native was down
tho argument.
aad nearly out when the police came
to his assistance a short time after
his QuloxoU-lik- e
attack.
The battle occurred last night. This
morning Derna faced the magistrate
after nature had recouped and parGOVERNMENT TO SE- CURE HISTORIC HOUSE. tially rejuvenated him In the city Jail,
Washington,
21. A bill
hast where he spent the tight.
"It's ten days tor you," quoted the
been prepared and will be presented
to congress as early as Tosible deal- magistrate, and Derna wa remanded
ing with tho acquisition by the gov- to confinement.
ernment of the Betsy Ross house in
Pniladelphia. where the first Ami
WELLS FARGO EXPRESS
BOX ROBBED OF $30,000.
Hag was made. The Pittsburg
21
A W-- lis Fargo exReno. Jk-c- .
chapter of the Daughters of the
Ameriran Revolution tirt took uctiou press box, tald to have contained
In the matter and, thanks to their $;iummi, was stolen from the express
efforts to preserve tho historic land- office here last uight. after the arrival of the train ftom Tonopati.
mark, the bill has bet n drafted.
Ben Williams, chiff of the Santa
Fe spcret service for the western
grand division, stated this morning
that he placed little credence In the
published report that former Special
Officer Nolan, of the Santa Fe, had
robbed Terebio Sanchei, a native, ofi
J.'5 in a rooming house at Lag Vegas
last Saturday night.
"Nolan worked for the company
there for some ttme, said Mr. Williams, and so far as I know he always
When he arbore a good reputation.
rived here he told me of the occurrence and denied that he bad taken
the money. He left Las Veg3s because ht had beeu relieved of duty
there, and had been called in.
"The native, according to the newspaper story, simply asserted that No
lan took his money and produced no
evidence to show that he did.
Nolan is in Albuquerque at tnis
time.
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WITH FORGING

CHARGED

RAILROAD

PASS

CLAY R. PRESTON ARRESTED AT

8ANTA FE STATION THIS
MORNING.

When Clay R. Preston, a young
man reported to have been engaged
at Helen by Chie f Engineer J. V. Ke
,
attempted to leave Alof the
buquerque on a Santa Fe train this
morning for Kl Paso; he was placed
under arrest at the Santa Fe station
by Hen Williams, chief of the Santa
Fe secreta. service for the Rio Grande,
division, at the Instance of Depot
Master Overstreet of the Santa Fe.
Preston is now in Jail pending action
by the grand Jury, to which body his
He was arcase will bo referred.
raigned In Judge Crawford's court
this morning aud waived preliminary
In
Bond was named
examination
the sum of $j00.
The young man, who Is said to l
well connected, will probably furnish
bond shortly.
A forged pas3 Is said to 'nave been
found on Preston's person aftej- he
was arrested.
He had checked his
baggage to El Paso before the arrival
of the train on which he intended to
depart.
Preston is said to have be'en employed as a road master's clerk previous to the lime ho was engaged at
Helen.
The officers believe it was
during this period that ho had access
to the passu and secured the one
a!l- i;ed to have forged.
which lie
cut-off-

.
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PAGE TWO.
great amount of fre- advertising aad
THE EVENING CITIZEN the scheme was dropped with a great
deal less publicity than it was first
promoted.
MMil Dally Ml Wsekly if
The causes for the dismal failure
Tke Citizen Publishing Company seem
to le numerous. In the first
place considerable discord arose in
the management, thro were hitches
In the turnlag ovrr of the Montezuma
hotel by the Santa Pe Railway company and lastly the various fraternal
societies failed to come In as they
had be n expected to. The money
has been returned lo the societies
that have thus far contributed.
Paper
of
County
Bernalillo
OffllJ
At the present time the only big
City of Albuquerque.
sanitarium that is on foot in New
Mexico is to be locnted at Alamogor-do- ,
PrM tlWim Dliutcta.
and substantial beginning has alUrprt CH; 4 Cwntj ClrttitaltM,
ready been made. Alumogordo was a
TIM Urrwt Ntw Mnkt Clrculitlo.,
lirywt tt.rth.rt Arlrani Cirtulatln. favored polst for the location of the
National Fraternal sanitarium but the
fact that the Santa Fe Railway comDIED AT RIPE AGE
pany made such a generous offer
prompted the selection of Ias Vegas.
It is claimed by ninny that had this
OF 111 YEARS point been selected the enterprise
would sot have failed.
-

MRS. SOLANO
M.
SOSA
WHO
CAME HERE BEFORE SETTLEMENT BEGAN, PASSES
AWAY.

STORE TO

M'KENZIE

CHANGE

HANDS

r

Deal a claimed

Tuesday the oldest
resident of Tuesoa and. without
doubt, one of the oldest persons In
the world, when Mrs. Salano M.
Sit;a passed away of old age, says
the Tucson Citizen. Mrs. Sosa was
111 years old and had been a resident of thin county for sixty-ainyears. She wag the mother of Mrs.
M. McKanna.
She died this morning at 8 o'clock
after an illness of but a short time.
Notwithstanding her advanced years,
Mrs. Sosa wan bright mentally almost
to the hour of her dratli.
She was bora in Cocospera, Sonoma, on Chrstmas day, 1795.
When
he came to thin vicinity sixty-ninyears ago, there wag no settlement in
what is now Tucson. The soldiers
had not yet reached this section aad
the Apacho Indians were bloodthirsty
then and were on the warpatti, as
they were In later years. The settlement at. that time was at Sn Xavler
Mission, although
the old adobe
church across the river was in use.

J. B. WOOD

TAKE

AND J. B. DAVIS TO

POSSESSION

FIRST

OF THE YEAR.

WANTED

purchases will

YOUR satisfactory

to

Alvarado

Pharmacy

II
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NEW MEXICO SOLDIERS
RECEIVE

If you do write the Occidental Life
Insurance Co. for full particulars of
their inducements to energetic men
and women to sell its new guaranteed
dividend policy. Some of our salesmen are making 1200 a week. Why
can't you do It? Perhaps you can if
you will try. We want a hustling rep
resentative in every town In New
Mexico and Arizona. No get rich
quick schemes or gift enterprises but
a straight out and out guaranteed
contract from start to finish. Easy to
talk, easy to sell and honest In every
particular.
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of
New Mexico and Arizona, home office
Albuquerque. N. M.

H. O. Bursum, of Socorro, was in
Alnmogordo, last Saturday, the guest
of his sister, Mrs. O. J. Wolfinger.
Mr. Bursum is one ((f the wheel
horses of the republican party in the
territory of Ntw Mexico and Is territorial chairman of the republican
organization.
While in Alamogordo
he was in consultation with the local
republican leaders relative- to politiMr. Bursum had just
cal matters.
finished the shipment of a large number of sheep to eastern buyers at
Corona, and had something like $30,-00- 0
Cure for Sore Nipples.
la proceeds, all In one draft, to
startle the eyes of his close friends. ing,As soon ns the child Is done nursapply Chamberlain's salve. Wipe
--rOtero County Advertiser.
it off with a soft cloth before allowing Ui child to nurse. Many trained
nurses use thb with the best results.
MAIL YOUR CHRISTMAS
Price 25 cents per box. For sale by
all druggists.
EARLY
PRESENTS
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United
SOME DELAY IN DELIVERY IS
States Land Office.
TO
AS
SURE
COME
RESULT
Santa Fe. N. M., Dec. 19, 19m;.
OF CONGESTED MAILS.
Notice Is hereby given that the following named claimant has filed noIt is a good plan to get Christmas
presents to be seat through the mails tice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
and express into the local offices sectlous
and 17 of the ait of
early In order to insure that the pres- March 3, HiUSUI
(2ti Stats..
854),
as
ents will arrive at their destinations
amended by the act of February 21.
by Christmas. It is customary to
470-)1893 (27
and that Baid
until the last possible day and proof will Stats.,
be made before the prothen the packages pour in so rapidly bate clerk
Los Lunas, N. M., on
that the service is swamped. Calcula- January 2(1, at1907.
viz: Mariana Chav-tions are made on the ordinary mail
de Otero, for the Small Holdiag
schedule. However, the supposition Claim
situate in Sec. 2i', T.
that mail gets through as quickly in IN., K.No.2 2047,
B.
thei week before Christmas as at any
He names the following witnesses
other time is erroneous.
to iprove his actual continuous
possession of suld tract for
twenty years next preceding the surWILLIE ROSS DIES
vey of the township, viz:
Francisco Aragon y Baca, of U)s
AT DENVER Lunas, N. M.: Aniceto Aragon, Ouil .
lermo Orona, Quirino Sumore, of
-

PENSIONS

'

The following pensions have been

granted:

del-a-

Kane, Port Bayard, increased pension to $12 per month
from October 28, 19(16.
William Turpin. of Klk. N. M ., increased pension to $12 per month
from November 14, 1906.
William R. Browa. Albuquerque,
pension 6 per month from October 8,
Thomas

L.

z

1906.

Lester B. Harshberger, Iakewood,
Increased pension to $24 per month
from November 7, 1906.
The postofftc
at Epris, Guudalupe
couaty, has been discontinued and
(xatrons will now be supplied from I)u

I'er-alta-

N. M.

ran.

A postoffic.e has been established
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Rows, of 1505
t Brilliant. Colfax county, and Mrs. South Second street, have received
.
iMwtmis-tressappointed
Maud Wagner
full details of the death of their son,
Willie. 19 years old, who passed away
at Denver on D"cetnbr 14, as the result of acute spinal meningitis. The
ALAMOGORDO
PROUD OF
young man died at the hospital. The
tuneral was hold on the 15th of the
interment being made in a
GREAT
ITS
SANITARIUM month,
Denver cemetery.
Willie Ross wai born and reared in
Albuquerque, and only went to Den-- i
The big fraternal sanitarium projict ver four months ago. He was ill but
which is was finally decided to locate five days. The father is a hostler at
at las Vegas after a great ado In the local roundhouse and one of the
selecting a proper site, has fallen oldest settlers of the city.
through with entirely, says the Otero
County Advertiser. On the strength
Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
of locating a national fraternal sanl-- l to be washed over, Imperial Latin- rill in there I .as V'crms received a dry Co.
'

'

RIONTEZIinaA
ALBUQUERQUK

street.

for general
family. (724

TRIST

fre

CO.

NEW MEXICO

;

house-work-

FOR SALE litre's the snap, two
South
small
lots close In, they are free and clear
Bdlth street.
nnd well worth $S".0, but best offer
WANTED Ghk1 woman hotel cook;
over $400 takes them. Albuquerque
also a waitress. Apply to A. WinkJunk Company, 506 South Second
ler, Socorro, N. M.
steet.
WANTED People to go to P.
LOST.
s
Daniel for
ahoe repair- IXST Gold locket and chain. Finder
ing.
Corner Railroad avenuo and
return to St. Joseph's sunilarium
Broadway.
and receive reward.
WANTED To tlo your electrical
PER80NAL PROPERTY LOANS.
of every kind. Work, guaranteed. Reliance Electric Co., 208V4
West Gold avenue.
WANTED Help rurmstied aod
of all kinds
secured On Furniture, pianos, Organs, Morses,
promptly. Call on, write or phone Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Colburn'g Employment agency. 109 SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE REwest silver avenue. Auto Phone 270 CEIPTS, as low ss $10 and as hlghai
WANTED Your motors to install, $200. Loans are quickly made and
large or small. Work guaranteed. strictly private. Time: One month
Reliance Electric Co., 2t)84 West to one year given. Goods remain in
your possession. Our rates are reasonCold avenue.
Call and see us before borrowWANTED Good room and board in a able.
private family, for gentleman and ing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
wife.
Address "Boarder," Citizen SUinisnlp
tickets to and from all
office.
parts of the world.
WANTED A waitress for restaurRooms 3 anc" 4, Grant Bldg.
ant 130 per month; good room, and
315 West Railroad Ave
transportation. Colburn's
Employ- PRIVATE OFFICE'S.
Ageicy.
ment
Open Evenings.
WANTED Companion Cood
home
for girl over 14 years, who desires
to go to school.
Address, "Woman
Staying Alone at Night." this office,
WANTED
Ueutleiiien'a seeoniwiand
On Sixth Street
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Senu address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.
Now have a great snap in a
WANTED A goodbla7ksTnitrrand a
ranch little cash needed; also
helper, good pay. Also a lathe
bargain in new brick resiman and a boiler maker. Colburn's
dence, close in, on
Employment Agency.
Lowlands.
WANTED Bids ror the construction
of hotel building at Helen, N. M.
CO.
Plans can be seen at the office of
110 West Cold Ave.
E. H. Crlsty, architect, Albuquerque, N. M. The John Becker Company, Belen, N. M.
WANTED The Albuquerque
CARDS
Junk PROFESSIONAL
company, 506 South Second street,
pays cash for magazines, old books,
LAWYERS.
clothlng( harm sg, guns, revolvers,
watches, etc. We pay cash for anyIra M. BCna
thing aew or second hand. We buy ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C.
anything of value.
Pensions,
patents,
copyrights, caveat,
WANTED Teams The Santa
Fe lands, patents,
trade marks, claims.
Gold & Copper Mining Co. wants letter
R. W. D. Bryan.
teams for coal haul from I lagan
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquerto the mines, near San Pedro, and
for other purposes. All good teams que, N. M. Office, First National
making application will be given Bank building.
E. W. DohSn v
work. Geo. O. Maris, SuperintendATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom-weent.
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
AGENTS WANTED.
DENTISTS.
HAN I ED Agents, canvassers, mixDR. J. E. KRAFT.
ers, peddlers, street men, solicitors,
mail order people, etc., should buy
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3, Rarnette Building,
Kramer's Hook of Trade Secrets.
Regular price ?" but balance of last over O'Rielly's Drug Store. Automatic
edition is being sold for 11.25 as 'phone 238. Appointments made by
long as tiny last. Every person mail.
who is cut of employment can make
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
more out of this book than a person
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
in ordinary business can on a capi- hours, 9:00 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p.
tal of J10.000. Order quick. Sioux
m. to 5 p. ni. Both phones. ApTub. Co., Sutherland, Iowa.
pointments made by mail.
DR. D. E. WILSON
POR HE.1t.
Dentist.
FOR RENT New
house,
Rooms 10, 12, 13, Occidental Life
(118
modern.
North Sixth street.
BUlg., Cor.
Railroad
avenue and
FOR RENT Nicely lurntshed rooms Broadway, Albuquerque, N. M. Ofwith board. 422 North Sixth street. fice hours, 8 to 12 A. M.; 1 to 9 P. M.
OK RENT Nicely luinished room; Colo. Phone, 129.
gentleman ouly. 723 West Copper
PHYSICIANS.
avenue.
FOR RENT Three-rooDR. R. L. HUST.
furnished
Office, 6 P. N. T. Armijo Bldg.
house, with bath, close in. No. 108
Tuberculosis
John street.
treated with
Electrical
Current and
hOR RENT Furnished rooms, with
board; terms reasonable. 41,1 South Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to
p. m.. Trained
Edith street.
nurse in attendance. Both 'phones.
FOR RE.Vf
Furiifsiieil collage "Hats;
UNDERTAKER.
very reasonable. Apply at liu Coal
avenue, east end of viaduct.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
FOR RENT OR SALE House at 2U2
A. BORDERS.
North Edith street. Inquire at Old Commercial Club Building.
Black
Town postoffice.
and White Hearse, $5.
FO R RE T SevcraFpleaant, nerdy
ARCHITECTS.
furnished rooms with bath and
,
electric light. 519 North Second
F. W. Spencer. Room
Barnett
street.
Building, Albuquerque. N. M. Both
FOR RENT Bright, sunny rooms for 'hones.
light housekeping; rent reasonable.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Inquire rear 024 West Railroad avenue.
J. R. Farwell.
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
KENT A six room
y
brick house, corner of Seventh
NOTARY PUBLIC
street and Tijeras avenue. Inquire
at Iximmori & Mattenccl, 624 West
Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Tijeras avenue.
Office with W. B. ClUlders, 117 West
TOR KENT Nicely furnished rooms, Gold avenue.
$125 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 50c
A Western Wonder.
per eight. Also rooms for light
There's a Hill at Bowie, Tex., that's
housekeeping.
Tue
Minneapolis twice as big as last year.
wonHouse, 524 South Second street. der as W. L. Hill, who from This
a weight
Albuquerque, N. M.
of 90 pounds has grown to over 80.

i

Cdpliai and surplus, $100,000

a

INTEREST

ALLOWED

"T"r,i"

MONEY to LOAN

you, both in QUALITY
and PRICE if bought at
the

THEM

$30,000

Olrl

21, 1906.
.

wo

first-clas-

e

FOR

FRIDAY, DECEMBER

FOR SALE A fine combination Tiorsft'
good for all purposes.
See F. F.
WANTED
or
Trotter.
man, for farm. Matthews' Dairy.
RT
SALU Good
Vt.raliln OqL
W'aNteJ) At once a competent girl For
henUr, for both hard and Boft coal;
for general house work. Apply (16
cheap.
Call 711 North Twelfth
KelelKr avenue.
Plain cook, man

V

WITH DRAFT

CITIZEN.

WANTED.

a

BURSUM STARTLED

EVENING

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

The McKenzle Hardware compaay
Cor. Gold Ave. and 1st.
of Santa Fe, will cense to exist with
the dying year, according to Wednesday's New Mexican, and the business
Will then pass into the hands of J. B.
Wood aad J. A. Davis. The new proprietors will take possession of the SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Nestore on the first of January.
gotiations were coiisumated a week
ago but the sale has only Just been Full Set of Teeth
gf f
$6
U
made public. The price paid for the Gold Crown
$1.50 up T
stock and good will Is not made pub- Gold Filling
Painless Extracting
50c
jrW
lic.
Messrs. Wood and Davis are lmth
well and favorably knowa in Santa ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED.
Fe, and it goes without the saying
that the business founded by the late
W. A. McKenzie over thirty years ago
will continue to grow under their capable management.
They have lieea for some time connected with the Santa Fe Hardware
and Supply company and their resignations took effect on Saturday even- ROOM 12. N.B. F. COPP.
T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
ing. They enter the local field as
THUGS ARE GETTING
competitors with the best wishes for
success of their former employers. DO
YOU
WANT
BOLD AT EL PASO Both are praclcul men in the business, having had years of experience.
TO MAKE MONEY?

DELIBERATELY DRUG MAN THEY
KNOW AND TAKE HIS
COIN AND JEWELS.
El Pao. Dh 21. The police are
eagaged in Investigating a complaint
made by Mark Gevy, proprietor of
the Angelus cafe. Gevy claims that
lie was approached in the Crawford
theater by two men whom he subsequently recognized as J. C. Blglow
and R. C. Jones, who were arrested
by the police, together with A. P.
McDevitt.
Gevy says the two former Invited him Into a saloon to take
a 'drink, and there they were Joined
fcy McDevitt.
It was proposed that
they should shake for another drink.
After taking the second drink, he
says that lie remembered no more
until the next morning, whea he discovered that his money, amounting to
about $300, and a diamond ring
valued at $225 s were gone. Gevy
claims that the men drugged his
drink and then robbed him. Their
arrest was made upon a description
of the men given to the officers. Both
Jones and Biglow follow the vocation
of bartenders and are well known
here.

rangi. fi

ON

SAYINGS

DEPOSITS

1in"

r

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

Facilities.

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

Solicit

and

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Luna, Frequent: W. S. Strlckler, V. P and Cashier- - W J
Johnson, . sst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh. J. c. Baidrldge, Solo- -'
nion Luna. A. M. Blackwell. Geo. Arnot, O. E. cro awell

8tilomon

We Sold the Snap

DEPOSITORY

FOR THE ATCHISON, TQPEKA & SANTA FE RY.

e

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

POR TERFIELD

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

orriecRa and dibectcrb

JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS
M. W. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEE
R. A. FROST

President
Vice President
Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

H. F. RAYNOLDS

U. B. DEP09IT0RY
Authorized Capital
Paid L'p Capital, Surplus and Profits
Depository

lor Atchison, Topeks

&

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

Santa Fe Railwsy Company

!l

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

.

$100,000.00
22,000.00

Interest Paid on 'l ime Deposits
Safety Deposit boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts cj the Wor..

five-room-

We Want Your

Banking Business

ii

DIRECTORS
Herudon. I. A. Dve. E. A. Miera.
F. H. iatrong. Jay A. Hubbs.

O. N. Marron.
Wm. Farr. J. B.
D. H. earns. J. A. Weinman.

m

y

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

two-stor-

"

Ay person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any sulwtantiul reason under the laws and regulations
of the Interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
r
W
r ta r rvr tanvntt
givea an opportunity at the above
ertjl,u
Is
FTSTA RUSMirn 197
nwanoi.!!,.
mentioned time and place to cross
He tavs: "I sulTert.il u.th a tn.it.io
TOR
8At.t.
examine the witnesses of said claimcouth, mid doctors gave me up to die
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal FOR SA LEGo'od. gent In" cow. 701 oi contntmpuou. i was reduced
to 90 2
South High street.
of that submitted by claimant
pounds, when l began taking Dr.
FOR SAl.L Fine piano, nearly net-;- . King's New Discovery
.MANTEL R OTERO.
for consump315 S. Third street.
Register.
tion, coughs and colds. Now. iLfttr
uiall Holding Claim No. 2,ri47.
FOR SALE A good span of horses. taking 12 bottles,
have more than
surrey and harness. No. .",23 East doubl ed in weight and am completely
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
FAIR EXCHANGE.
Only sure cough and cold
cured."
Railroad avenue.
Gurauteed by all druggists. 2 Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple
A Uew Back for an Old One
How it FOR SALIC Furniture, at a special cine.
Groceries
"(' and $1. Trial bottle free.
disciHii
now mull 1. - n,.1
is done in Albuquerque.
In the Southwest.
the yea-The back aches at times with a
Star Furniture Co.. 214
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
West C. i,l avenue.
dull, indescribable feeling.
making
you we i ry all, I
I
SALi;".
piercing
FOIt
restless.
FARM AND
Majority if stock in" es
I'aninent of the Interior. Unite
WAGONS
pains shoot across the r giim of the
tablish'-laV..i Land office. Santa Fe. N. M.
and paving i tail nusi
kidneys, and again the loins are so
Hess
7
mm:
lr.rcirinii .it,.,
Nov
iiu
ALrUQUEROUE. ' K M 7
0 RAILROAD AVENUK.
lame to stoop is agony. No use to rub
to Ieae city. Ad.lr
Notii.1 is hereby Liven that th fol
m
Uii.
or apply a plaster to the back in this
lowing-jjiimDally t'ii ten!
claimant has tiled no
condition. Vou cannot
reach the FOR SALE OR TR.IV:-Flf- ie
tiiv of his intention to make flna
cai.se. Exchange the bad back for a
"
proof
room Ik. ns? No.
in support of his claim tindei
S.mth S. cond
new and stronger one.
street f,,r property 11 California. s ctions Jli and 17 of the act of March
.1.
i
i
laniii, nooi and slioe r
:t.
1SIM
.'ti
Write
s54). as amend.
Krick. 4:'l East S
nd
DEALER
pairer on ta. 'la.;t. residence ColIN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
,
t
w'Q'l
l.v
I
the at of .'el.rieirv
s'reet, .on x Beach. California.
lege street, Santa Fe, N. M., says: "A
la"- - 4'" En''
proof
FOK
said
iT7uinr
will
SHKR-uAman cannot Kit on Hie bench repairWILLIAMS FAINT-Co- ven
n,a,, '"'I'';'' SilvtKtrtt Miralial, U. ,
more, lco..g best, wears the
furnished or unfurnished eleetrie
ing shoes all day unless bis back is
longest, most economical; f ill measure.
j
at
light,
city
Sun
Rafae'.
:ilf,
water.
S
exM-Third St N M - on J'Uiuary
strong. Winn it Is weak, lame
BUILDiNi. PAPER Always in Mock. Plaster, Lime, Cement. Paint
5. I!t07. vi.: Matia
Mrs M a Sehneh
'
and pains continually. It becomes a
Glass, Hash. Doors, Etc.
'
positive nuisance without mentioning WASTED Large ..holcsaUJ
AND
FIRST STREET
1COAL AVE.
V V- - KALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
V
'
'
paying ii, salesmen $.r,n p,.r year , ,.
'he suffering he endures. If working
'. .
and expenses to sell ttiamV line
at my occupation was not the pri
WinR
"'
to gtiicral trade, desire tvto more ,
mary cause of l.achache It certainly.!
... ... . u"u?.
u iiik At" iiiLi
'.u iiniuiii
(
i (i in
1'iiipmt.nit.i uoi in
i.Ttii
aggravated it. .Much to my surprise
u
'
r
once. If possible.
and more to niv gratification. 1 loan's
Adtlresn Saw ver.
.
.
tit-tue sur- Leslie A Co.. Detroit, Mxb
Kidney Tills so washed, purltied and
i ine lownsnip, viz:
strengthened my kidneys that the
SALE I will sell the best i .avJostvito Hss, of Sniiita N. M
Genrral Building Supplies
haehache ceased."
lng KMiinini; housce in tin. eilv tor William
I'aiscmo. t Casa Ulanca. N.
For sale by h!1 dealers. Trice TA
$i:,.",nii
i'tisitively clearing over M
Man in Luther. tr Ca!i Hlaai,
cents
Foster Mill. urn
Co., Buffalo.
It. aity. buililiius.
furniture, N. M , Vamie It. .tv,)v;, of Seama S'.
N. w Yoik. mie agenis for tli. I'nlted
to . ad go.
nr vtill pay fc..me M.
Both Phon
Stales.
young line ucumhered woman
Third and Marquette
Any Iierson uhn
fair
t.x ,,P,vi.,
Itelllellllier lie Hit III.- - I loan's and
sal r io manage same All.uquer- - against Hie allowance.l.lr.a
tif
proof
or
said
Like no other.
iiie.luiil, i.iiinauv. lOti South Second H ho knows of anv snlml ant I:.
r.iu..n
Heel.
under the laws and regulations of the
THE
m.i. nam::.
by such proof
c1 R. Kelley interior ilcpanme-MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS rxii
and s.iiij, having sold nil their stock fhouhl not be allow.sl will be uiven
I"
..me Wr,u:i. .. In.'tcu- Y
aie iii.w offering their fine stock an o;m ortunity at the above-me- n
Hi.
S TV
'""' " ' una.I'....i...
.
r:i r:e I. f, ,p .... 1..
""- ' in. .ei..,..
S
ii ila L.ii. Iiui inil- - tioned time and place to cro examlULtoALL AND RETAIL
ill
'
1.1 IV katm"
ftv.
pitncd tanch in the country.
t ..,.,
Has ine ti.e witness,
i.,..nof said claiiiurut,
it:ir'.,
f.."W
N.
t..t..rk..l....l,.ll,...lv.
two
'
gu.id wills, one of them has and to offer evident e in rebuttal of
VVeV'
r . .....
1 1 - Cl?
'
Lumber, Glass, Cement anj Rex Flinlkole Roofing
lu- windmill and surface tank. It !8 an tliat s.iimiiited by claimant.
i,
ill.,rti
ideal
liheii) range. Postoffice, Datll.
MAN I' EL R. OTERO.
L
i
''
'I
V
Ml. l CHI JI
. 0 . I... J. o.
S.ic.iio county, N. M. Ranch tweu
Register.
First and Marquette
r'OH SALE BY
, Albuquerque, New Mexico
ii ::. r m
ION.
4NN
"I Suia'l Lold:n.i claim No. iu:'l
ft of Datll.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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PUTNEY
L. B.
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THE WHOLESALE GROCER

-

FREIGHT

,

-

I

Christmas Gift
With Every $5 Purchase

'
i
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LANGER'S STORE
303 S01TH

FIRST

ST. COR. SILVER

AVEME

-

'.

-

i

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

prtt-nnn-

SCREEN DOORS

:

.

Owing to the necessity of clusm out the ku sou's Mirk, and by
virtue of small rentals, we will m II our full line of ('in leuii'ii's ami
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failed to nee it. He then hold up
wrath of
three fingers paying that the appeased.
the God of Life showed he nana
meaning that he should
oc$3ut. She did so and oa different
casions, paid sums amounting to Jl.000. Susanna now aunuio
friends that she was fooled and on
calling to the professors bower for a
return or some of ner
found he had fled.
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COON

IN NEW YORK
FLOURISHES

Vaudeville
A BitByof
IT
F. W. cHafer.

AGED MOTHER

un

AQk

DITT2EM.

KVKNUTO

aXBTJQUERQUE

2,000 MILES
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Remarkable Exposure of the Meanest Father In the Annals
of the World.
Special Correspondence.
New York. Dec. 21. Tho odd pastime of coon hunting flourishes in
tho upper iiectlon of tho metropolis
at the north end or Bronx park, and
affords rare sport for the urban huntsman. The hunting is done mostly at
night with the aid of dogs and
end during the past ten days
no lew than two dozen have been
Dogs,
with the hunters,
captured.
find the ttooua, and then begin a
chase of a mile or more through the
part lands.
dark, almost unsettled
Unable to shake off the dogs t he coon
takes to the trees and, it Is then the
real fan begins. Driven to the highest point of the tree the little snlmal
fights tenaciously but eventually It
is forced to abandon its hold and falls
to the ground into the Jaws of waiting !kb. Residents bordering on the
park bare been missing chickens
from tbcJr hen coops of late and their
disappearance has been ascribed to
the yerj large number of coons.
Many of the victims of these thefts
have been engaged In the hunts, believing that coon extermination will
save the chickens, while at the same
time affording them invigorating
ead succulent dish. The authorities of the park have made no
attempt to stop the hunts as the
oons Br of no particular value, so
it is expected that the speirt will last
until after Christmas.
Ian-ter-

How Blackhands Escape.

Three murders, of a foul character,
three kidnappings and various ther

crimes have been committed by the
Italiam Blackbanders during the past
ten days, and no person made amenable, la the city there is a highly
paid, highly organized and supposed
highly efficient staff of Italian detectives who do nothing but work on
such case as these, but it is extraordinary, that with murders of almost
daily occurence at present they seem
perfectly at sea. However, persons
who know the workings of the mind
of tho lower class .Sicilian or Cala-luiaway be able to guess why the
detectives are always balked by silence aad evasion, and may be able to
understand why the newspaper accounts always end In the same way.
"The BMirderers escaped. " Letective
Sergeant Joe Pctrosinl. head of the
ftaliii
detective staff when he heard
"What
of tho latest murder said:
I predicted months ago is coming to
pass. Thh thing is like a cancer that
spread and grows worse as it
Tho people of this country
spreads-do not realize that we have now In
tbia city the worst brigands and
bandits and hired assassins from
liaty. Not evea a law abiding Italian
will hetp us to find a murderer if he
belong to our race as they are either
silent by fear or an inherited racial
J rait.
No American citizea is at present Bife from tho Mafia and unless
these criminals nre rounded up and
deported the serious state of things
at present existing will be greatly
Snake Keepek's Bad Job.
The head keeper of the reptile
house in the Bronx Zoo performed a
niot dangerous Job a few days ago.
In one- of the glass cases were six
moccasins, a brand of deadly snakes,
shedding their skins. As the rep
tiles had no shrub or sand to help
them la the operation, Snyder, the
head keeper, went into the glass enclosure and for three hours worked
over the moccasins while a breathless
crowd watched him, and when he
emerged from the cage, all the moc-- c
osiaii had been skinned. The operation was difficult aud required a good
nerro and Quick eye, but though
Synder is not a mild looking man by
auy means, the delicacy of his touch
ilurlug tho proceedings rivaled that
A a connoisseur
handling a piece of
valuable
lace.
vm-ien-

t

Most Inhuman Fathrr.
This city easily claims to number
amongst its citizens one of the meanest men la the country. He is a
wealthy man. holding a responsible
position in an insurance company and
nn Thanksgiving day made his weak
minded tam cook the tin key "tixins"
and all. Then lie order. the lad to
make a. meal on bread and water,
whilo ho gorged himself, with the
boiceat portions of the national bird.
When tho hungry youth was found
surreptituously disposing of a picked
wiag. tho father forced him to swal
law nn emetic of mustard and warm
Tho boy h3d sense and
water.
pluck to run from honu . and it is
because tln father went to look for
liiin, with a rawhide under his coat.
thai, ho llnds himself awaiting a
charge of cruelty to the lad. The
oftu t'ra of t!ie society for tiie prevention of cruelty to children state- that
tor a long time all sorts of cruelties
nd that he
wer practiced on him,
was forced to do menial work to save
the expenses of a servant. The
boy's name is Cyril, of frail mind aad
stunted physique, and for years, t
is said, did nothing but work haul
u nd weep
Big Price for Prediction.
Susanna, l.udwlg. a nurse in the
(Ionium IkmI'!' '1 lias aid uo less than
$1.04)0 to g t a peep into the future.
1
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She vmiui I'rof. Abdullah,
w

mid in

d'senbui,'

Hat

hit,
happiind
a

tales that in tin- dim liuht thai Hewed betwe. u parted poind;- - in the
enchanted bower she look-oi- l
io to the iustic bowl. Hi' tol l br
t,i H7..; I o its ill i'ti but on doing so
he irul Ij confess she s.i nothing
lull
lilii" hina. He told hi r that
tie- - Go.)
Lite was Wsib!.. ;i sl.e
-

pntfv.-j'sor't- t
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it right

Having Added Large Invoices of New Type Facet
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You
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came to claim It they decided to For Body Of Her Boy tO Find
Black Handers Commit Many III
carry it caretuny to me siauon. i ne
......
That It Had Been
Was lino"-Serious Crimes With the Case
side up with care," and as mutilations
Shipped East.
on the space where a name had been
Greatest Impunity.
were apparent it was decided to open

SHED

Our Work

MAKES TRIP

street near Park
the police oa. 34th
Afl VC
a Drrn
n nrti

MOCCASINS

Our Prices

V

Good Slxed Fool Trick.
A large case, carefully bound and of
found by
generous dimensions

REPTILE KEEPER HELPS

THUEt.

the case. After removlag the packing
of excelsior and dainty packing paper
the sergeant drew rorth someimng
packed In blue silk. He carefully divested it of Its silken cover and displayed to the greedy eyes of all a
lemon.
Tammany Man Gets Back.
back
"Big Tim" Sullivan arrWtd
from the weft a few days ago rather
hurrldly. After the election he started
on a tour of his theaters aanouncing
that he would not return to the Bowery before March, but Murphy'a plan
to throw the McClcllen men out of
Tammany made him hurry back. He
has announced that he would not
"stand for" the expulsion of a single
district leeder who had been f leeted
at the primaries thereby following out
his old policy of always keeping a
middle ground between the warring
factions. The Tammany executive
committee are to meet on the night
nnd the
of the 27th to reorganize
event is being looked forward to by
local politicians witn Interest as there
are sure to be "wigs oa the greeu."

BIG

I

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

SUGAR FACTORY EOR

PUEBLO IS

M

PROPOSED

Man Pronounced Dead Dy the
Doctors Is Found to be Alive
Just Before Burial.

Colorado Springs: Broken by the
weight of 70 years, a stranger to the
English language, and all alone, Mrs.
H. O. Lublc. of Braddock, Pa., arrived
la Colorado Springs on a late Rock
island train yesterday afternoon to
claim the remains of her son, Meyer
Lublc. who died here of consumption
Sunday.
But the Journey of 2.000
miles ended only in her losing her
race with death, for instead of being
able to tenderly nurse her son ia his
dying hours, she found that he had
died, and that his remaias were at
Heart
ready on the way home.
Little Girl Gets Father Released.
lltUe Jen- broken at the news, Mrs. Lublc pur
The dream of
nie O'Rourke. a hand3omo mite with chased a ticket and tewik the next
brown hair and blue eyes has neen train for home, about an hour later.
realized, for her father has been re
leased from Sing Sing four years le- - PUEBLO EXPECTS TO
GET BEET SUGAR MILL
foro his time, owing to her exertions.
Pueblo, Ctlo.: Pueblo people have
A nathetlc letter Bhe wrote to Govern
or' Hlggins, touched his heart aad on almost iHisitive assurance that a large
inouiries he found that O Kourke wno sugar niSU will soon tie constructed
was convicted of arson, was a model east of the city by the same people
factory
prisoner, so he ordered his release who own tho Holly-SwiaThe company's architect, field su
and got him a Job to make a fresh
start in the world. Jenny is very rerlntendent nnd other officials have
happy: thanked Governor Higgles ami lust, completed Investigatlous concern
has promsed him that ner tian win Ing acreage of beets and otner laciu
ties, and state that work will ih com
a good man.
always
mencetl as soon as plans can be made
Money Made by Literature.
and the site secured.
A. former
United States bank exposwho
Stagg.
Uonel
aminer named
ONE HEIRESS OUT
OF ONE HUNDRED,
ed as n magazine writer, and agreed
mea
biographies
of
eminent
to write
C.reelev. Celo.: Heiress to a good
succeeded in swindling a number of share of $.1,000,000 is the' good fortune
known millionaire includiug that has befallea Mrs. Attie Tunt, a
well
the Rockefellers. Carnegie, Vaader-bilt- s charming brunette southern widow,
and J. P. Morgan. $230 was tho proprietor of the Union hotel her
sum demanded from each eminent w ho Is one of 100 heirs of Capt. John
person to write complimentary bio- Reigeis, her grandfather, a gifted lawgraphies of them In an Imaginary yer of the' early part of the nineteenth
-. s
magazine under tho head of
century. Best of all, the moaey will
Others See Us." Stagz conducted his be paid by the United States governave
operations from a house In Fifth
ment for services rendered to it by
nue, under course of construction Captain Rtigers in 1828.
upper
along
His face was familiar
Broadway until recently, and his NEW YORK FLOODED WITH
friends will be surprised to hear that
TONS OF BOGUS BUTTER.
He is a man
Ten million pounds of
he is aa
Nw York:
family
good
of education, comes of a
oleomnrgerlae, or butterine, much of
and
dresses la the height of fashion
it containing poisonous coloring matwas popular in literary and artistic ter, and a gre3t part of it manufacget
circles. The police are anxious to
fats, has
tured from disease-breedinStagg. who
hln nresent nddress.
forced into New York city from
Daven--port- ,
forged the name of Homer
New Jersey during the last year, conthe artist, is a charter member trary to the law which prohibits its
of the Blue Pencil club.
sale or use.
This traffic has beca carried on at
TO SAVE FAMOUS MONUgreat profit, while Or. Thomas
MENT IN PENNSYLVANIA.
has protested that it is no
Pittsburg. IVc. 21. How to phe- - concern of the department of health,
serve the only remaining monument of which he is the head.
Prosecuof British occupalion In this region is tions have been brought by the dairy
a problem that presents Itselef to the department of the state agricultural
ml.ids ef Pennsylvania citizens ai commission, l ilt with little effect, as
present. In an effort to keep an old the
of II. H. WracUe, assistant
black house, built in i'til. which is commissioner, shows.
now in the busiest aad must congest
ed section of the city, the Daughters RESCUED FROM DEATH AT
of the American Revolution have been
THE VERY LAST MINUTE.
As the old
repulse'd by the courts.
Pronounced
Rapids. Mich.:
Graad
house cannot stand it has bem de- dead by a physician, Kenneth
cided to bodilv remove it to some
a passenaer from Colorado
prominent place whi re it caa lie seen on the Grand Rapids & Indiana railby visitors. The ihistoric little build- road train, wa removed from a pasing is surmounted, except for a nar- senger coach whea the flyer came to
row strip of land connecting it with a stop at Grand
Rapids yesterday
Petin avenue', by freight yards of the morning and turned over to an underPennsylvania railroad. It was built taker, who conveyed the body to the
during the stormiest period of tiie war local morgue. A search of the man's
between the Knglish and Indians. 142 clothing disclosed the fact that he had
years ago. Pontiacs war had broken ..ved at 3210 Arapahoe street, Denin 17615. snd Port ver.
out the year
Dispatches were immediately
Pitt, which then stood on the- preseat sert to that address under the supsite of Pittsburg was assailed by the position that relatives lived there,
Indians. It looked as if tho garrison asking for orders in regard to tho diswas doomed to death when Colonel position of the lvmains. After this
Henry Boquet was sent to Its relief. was done, the coroner and the underOn his way foe defeated a large lody taker prepared to wait for a reply.
of Indians aad after this they gave
They were sitting in their office Jus
up ttn sedge and fled. In 1764 Colonel outside the morgue whea a groan
an
as
oouse
black
ttonuet built the
caused them to Jump to their feet and
outpost of Fort Pitt. It is built or hurry into the death chamber.
The
heavy stono with small port holes tor man on the slab was plainly alive.
guns. A meeting of the 1. A. I), will His eyes were ope u and he was breathbe b'ld tonight to select the new site ing faintly. A physician was hurriedfor the old building.
oon ,resyred
ly.. sumorV d and he
Irlcl-soto his senses. The young
State of Ohio, City or Toledo,
man said that he was a victim of
Lucas County. bh.
makes oath that hi
Frank J.
and suddenly growing ill
Is senior partner of tho firm of K J.
Cheney
Co., (tolnx business In the on the train, knew nothing more until
be awakened on the cold marble slab
City of Toledo. County anil State, afore-Oiand that sakl tirni will pay the sum In the niorjrue. He was too weak to
of t IN K HlXl'KKU IirtM.AKSJ for each
sent
end every ease of Catarrh that cannot be questioned further, so ho was
he cured by the use of Hall a Catarrh to the city hospital, where It is exKKANK J. CIIKNKV.
e nough to conMre.
pected lie will
Swum to tiefore me and suhseritied In
my presence, this Clh day of lieeeiulier, tinue his Jouraey in a few days.

"Say, Osgar, answer me dor contents of a 6lssage!"
"Vol did you question me, Adolf?"
"Der contents of a slssage. I say id Us tobecco."
"Tobecco! Ha, ha, ha! Make me co lunacy. Eferybotty knows Id
is meat choped up in ferry echmall pieces."
"Veil, dot lss vol I say fine cut! Ha, ha, ha!
"Yust becoss you are such a schmart AJllg, I Till proof you dot
your t adder lss a nut."
"A nut? Nefer. He in a aoltchier."
"Dot proofs Id he lss a nut he's got a colonel, ha, ha, ha!"
"You vlll yed exasperation me tin
kick myseluf on der ankle und
make you sgream. Wass you raised on a rarm?"
"No, I wass raised In a drug schtore, hud dey led der pharmacist,
ha, ha, ha!"
Say. ha-h- a
me none of yenir
or I vlll crack you
cm der coco. I haf a goot neighbor vich iss a farmer, und 1 admiration
him. Becoss he built his silo so Iow, so'll I."
Id."
"Iss dot a riddle
"Shookepeare nefer repeats."
"I know id. He forgot to retchister."
"Belief me, I am a agricultural also."
"Ferry wel, dit you tfer see acorn shuck?"
"No, bud I haf Been an egg shell."
"Well den, dlt you cfer haf der hog cholera?"
"Don't make a Insult ould of nip. Do you took me for a hog? No,
id wass my brudder vich hat id."
"Oxeuse me, I did not vlsh to make your feelings hurt like your
face."
"I haf on my farm a dogwood tree vich growls Jiko a mast iff you
come In der yart."
"Yes, bud you ought to hear my tan bark, ha, ha, ha!"
"Kf you haf brains ia your head und nod a kidney stew, make me
elites problem "
"Splk der problem. I dare you."
"For why does der sun Bet und der moon rise?"
"You say when der sun sets, der moon rises?"
Yess. Vot is der question?"
"Der moo a must be a rooster." (BIFF!)
ha-ha'- s,
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don't know which I'd rut her be,
A rich man's boy or a poor man's kid;
I wisht my pa was a millionaire.
Or could go dead broke, like my uncle did.
A Cnristmas ain't much fun for me.
Some old red rlblMins stuck oa some green;
For I ain't nothin' at all, I guess,
'Xcept just an old betwixt an' between!
I

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS.

Par-llnglo- a

Fred-rickso-

-

Chc-nnu-

l,

r

A.

J.

ls.vi.

A. W. Jl.KASON.
Notary l'utilic.
(Seal.) .
Hall s Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally
ami acts direetly on the blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send fur
testimonials free.
K. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.
Toledo. Ohio.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

3

rich man's boy gets all he wants,
A steam engine, with a bell that rings;
An' the ipoeir maa's kid. there's Funds for him
To buy him ellnners, an' sleds nn' things;
But I Just get a book or two,
An' some candy (if ma thinks my ears look clean);
It ain't much fua, I can tell you that,
To be Just an old betwixt an' between'
A

never get more'a I wpnl to get.
An' not near as much as I thought I would,
'Xceptin' a cheap old pair of skates
Or a china cup "for a Boy that's Good!"
Tile poor kid aiu'l expevtln' much;
The rieh boy gt.s more'o he's ever seen;
But nobody makes a fuss over ine,
For I'm just an' old betwixt an' between!
I

We Have No Competition
In the Diamond Line

cided hit. ScrlaMne played some conCOMING EVENTS
certos, priuden and nocturnes of his
The approval
owa compobltiou.
hitherto accorded his work and the
Ikcmber 31 My Wife's Family
applause showered on. him at his
Decemlx r 25 Aalta, The Singing
initial performance in this country
Girl. Matinee and night
augurs well for his success.
Jaauary 1 Tho Marriage of Kitty
Matinee and night.
JAPANESE COMMENCE
January 28 Paul Gilmore, la Yale
LARGE BATTLESHIP.
February 1 King Richard,
the
at
were
battleship
laid
a 22,000 ton
"loya
C
-Comedy
,t.
lord tnin In ti.e' rehruary 4
presence of a gnat gathering of ''any.
! ebruary
prominent naval men. The new mon- ster will exced the tonnage of the
British battleship Dnadnaught by 4.Htta
by
c ,ruar
Caesar
ooo tons.
The Japanese battleship ,
Satsuma. which was launched at, :,'V,i. 14 Thk County Chairman.
mn:oi, hu
tonnatre
vLn,i
This Is the banaer performance of
of 19,000. Besides these two crafts a the
season.
vtrry large flotilla of cruise'rs, ttirpedo
hosts and torpedo destroyers ar beA Miraculous Cure.
ing built.
The followiag statement by II. M.
Adams and wife, Henrietta, Pa., will
NEWARK'S NEW CITY
parents and others. "A mirHALL OPENED TODAY. interest cure
has take'n place In our
aculous
Ne wark. N. J.. Dec. 21. The new
had oezoma 5 years
city ball which was constructed at a, homo. -Our child
cost of S2.500.UOO wa.i opened yeste
wo read aueiiic K,.,P(. ltie.rV,. and
day by Mayor Dorenius In the pns-- ; concluded
to try it. Before the
ence of an extremely large gathering
bottle wan all tak n we noticed a
itjZens.
The new edifice Is oil' change
,f
and after tak-ia- g
for the
of the finest ia the state and will
mpletely
was
7 beittlos
he
be a gre at isaving to the city as the cured." It's tip to date blood mediheadquarters of the police, lire and cine and body building tonic,
other departments, which wort; pre
50c aud $1.00 at all druggists.
viously rented at grat cost, have
been n moved to tho new building.

ofo

GEMS
On thm Market

can be seen ia our show window marked out in

an figures,

15 Per Cent Less

vnb.t.

J,1"

THE MOST BEAUTIFUL

than the regular jewelers can buy it at wholesale. Not a yellow div
mond In the house. We handle only perfect white diamonds and war
racted aa represented or your money refunded.

LMnke

Jl-Ju-

RO
Tha

SEN FIELD

Man You Can Trust

1

18 Railroad Avenuo

L

For a Most Appropriate Christmas
Present is a Box of

EASTERN COLLEGE
CHESS TOURNAMENT
New York, inc. 21. The chess
tournament particlpatid in bv ColumPrinceton-commencebia. Harvard, Vale and
in the West Side Republican dub this morni.ig. A. W. Fox,
champion eif the Manhattan ("hess
M. W. BROWNE SUFFERS
club. Is actiag as umpire. The match
FROM ACCIDENT Is considered important
NURSERY PRODUCTS
s the winpainful
a
V. Browne
suffered
M.
ners will take iart in the gnat inBert M. Casle-y- , assistant mantger
the of the Capitol Life Insurance comaccident the hist tf the week which ternational cab'e games
AND
SHADE TREE8,
FRUIT
has somewhat disfigured his loeks, lest players ia this country and the pany of Ik'iiver, returned to Albtiquersays the Optic. Whilo superintend- nick of Oxford aad Cambridge in
que Tuesday, after an absence of five SHRUBS, VINES AND FLOWERS.
ing the loading of a freight car lt
weeks, which lime was spent in north' BUY OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
fell off the high platform of the
New Mexico and southern Coloia N. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER
ern
Browne aad Manzuiares company, a MEETING OF NEW
do In the interests of the company he STREET.
distance of four or five feet, and
RIFLE PRACTICE BOARD. represents. Mr. Casley is assistant to
New Cure for Epilepsy.
struck his forehead against the edge
Washington, IKe. 21. At a meet- J. B. Kutherford, manager ef New
1
f
tvrt t tu. n ft
U'..tarniun nf
over his left eye. Several stitches ing of the new Kino Practice Board Mexico ana weM icxas lerr.iory .o,
wrIU,g.
.My
devwy
n)ra
ALSO DEALER IN
were taken to close the wound
today Adjutant General Crilchtleld the eomiaa
Slaughter, af.lieted for years with epi- presided. After consultation it was
hy Dr Kln8
Ne
aH
who
say that
Dealers
those
to take steps to intrexluce In- Tft UIll K FOB THE
i1'1'
S,, ,,M m,t ,1!Wl Rn
Uf" P"U
have used Chamberlain's
Stomach decided
methods by
school
public
to
all
CHAMPIONSHIP
WOx. two years."
Best body
'ack for over ...
aad Liver Tablets are quite loyal to which children could 1m educated In
..,
Rochester. N. v- . Dec. 21. William
mj
them and can not lie persuaded to rille practice'.
Wiagute, ef Hoagland, of Auburn. N. Y, and ,''.,,"
.
General
.Tmrirists.
take any substitute. Oe?t a free sam- New York, stated that the formation
com- Oswego,
Slater,
of
will
Thomas
ple at any drug toie, give them a
as the outcome of pete in tho world s championship
tinboard
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
trial and you, too, will want them in of
to con. walking match of ten miles here on BREAD and take no other.
pretcreace to any other. They euro ' I'reMllelll Koosewlt's
1.
is
champion
Slater
Januaray
the
stomr.ch troubles, biliousness and con gref.
207 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
of Canada, and U pland claims the
btipation.
The Citizen Print Shop Is
BBKSJSfllaMssnBMsVaMWBraifMaVHkMsMMM
At a
I'nited Slates champioaship.
NEW RUSSION PIANIST
ANO COMPOSER. public meeting today It was decided
where yu can get the most for
Aik for JAFVS KRACK KREAM
Alexander to 'in scut ll'e winner with a massive,
your money. We print every.
Inc. 2
Yoik.
New
QREAO and take ne .ther.
NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE,
MAUSARD MILLS are paying H 40
thing bul greenbacks and post- the pUuift a ail composer silver tup.
o
rcr 100 pouads for good clean wheat, CLEAN, SATISFACTORY, ECONOM-anMADE ARTICLES, SUIT-ABL- who arrived liei'e a few days ago
age stamps. .Either phone.
HOME
3 pounds of ICAL.
give In excnani;e
EXCELLENT
FOR
OPEN
LESS DIRT, MORE HEAT $6.00
appealed at a conceit
AT from Kus.-FOR HOLIDAY GIFTS.
the best flour for 123 pouti Id of wheat, GRATES, $6.00 PER TON. W. H.
by PER TON, GENUINE GAS COKE.
conducted
MRS. M. C. WILSON'S. 224 WEST 'liei'e liiix
&
O
Albuquerque.
U.,
HAHN
CO.
Try a tit. ten wan; advertisement. F.
W. H. HAHN & CO.
Altschute-r- .
.Mod'-- t
:id made a
GOLO AVENUE.
boc-on- d

(luar-,'intee-

AFFIDA VITS

'
'

u. .,

,,,.

Pipes, Smoker's Articles

HENRY WESTERFELD

luci-sag-

j

U

tfu-ruM-
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE FOUfl

THE ALBUQUERQUE

pamphlet of nearly 300 pages. It Is of absorbing Interest
and can be made of Immense benefit to thp dwellers In
the Irrigated regions of the west. The Citizen antici
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THE JAFFA oo
o
o
Grocery CompY
o
o
"Good Ihingstobat" o
o
Alfe YOU READY
o
FOR CHRISTMAS
o
We have the largest stock of
o
CHRISTMAS
o
THE TERRITORY
o
inspect
our
stock.
and
many new things
can
o
for your Christmas dinner and
o
the most
suggest
o
able gifts.
Fruits an Nuts
Our stock
o
complete. We have
TABLE CLUSTER
o
large bunches,
o
pec
o
RAISINS.
SEEDED RAISINS, pound

Christmas Novelties

O
O

O
The case of Kansns against Colorado for the apO
propriation
purposes,
Irrigation
waters
the
for
the
of
of
Prwldent.
Arkansas, Is now before the supremo court of the United
O
States. This Is a question the decision of which Is of
DEMAND ON HARRIMAN
great Importances to New Mexico, since Colorado has apIt matters not how many other Christmas remembrances a man
or boy
may receive, It will never seem like a truly Christmas to
The president's demand upon E. H. Hnrrinmn to propriated most of the waters of the Rio Grande, which
him
you
unless
formerly
were used In this territory.
give him a tie.
top the flow of the Colorado river Into the Salton Sink,
in
published
In The Citizen last evenlnp,
of
which ww
New Neckwear Ig always an Important
T
and an almost Indispensable
0000OOCK0CK0
great significance' The California Development company,
part of a man g Christmas.
C
of which Harriman Is almost the entire thins, applied to X HOW THE COOLIE JAPS
GOODS,
the United 81 ate government for permission to deflect
COME TO THIS COUNTRY g
THINGS TO EAT,
water from the Colorado for Irrigation purposes In south- g
IN
ern California. This government refused permission to O0O0X)XX)0XXXC0XKXXXXXXXXXX
We
Call
the enterprise because the engineering problem had not
It has often been asked. "How do the coolio Japshow you
We're showing the finest Neckwear productions of the Best
been sufficiently considered. Mr. Harriman then applied anese get
Makers.
together enoiiRh money on their starvation
Choice, exclusive styles, that you'll not be able to find In
to the Mexican government and obtained permission to wages to Immigrate
acceptyou
to
other stores.
to
States?"
United
the
We selected our Holiday Neckwear with great care am) have
have his intake on Mexican soil. Just south of the I'nltej
the sort
It is illegal to bring a person Into the United
man delights to wear.
of
States boundry line.
is
States
ti foreign country under contract, but every
from
ignorance
was
through
engineering
The result
that
W've every correct shape and coloring.
one
the countless thousands of Japanese who have
FANCY
the whole Colorado river was turned Into the basin of the beea ofbrought
coming
are
here
are
and
con
here
under
in
RAISINS,
Salton Sink. At an expense of about f l,fo(i,ioo on the
25c
lb
part of the Southern Pacific, whose line for 200 miles waa tract.
.20c
Is a vleled one, but the Japanese
LAYER
FANCY
True
contract
that
endangered, the inflow was recently cut off; but high
waters have mashed out the lanl at the end "f tli re government protects the methods of the Immigration
package
12'2c
to land their countrymea In
straining dikes, and the Inflow of the river is now great- companies who contract
CURRENTS, imENGLISH
er than ever. The Needles Eye says that a great iortlon th. United States. It goes so far as to compel the Jappound
well
cleaned,
ported,
boarding houses in San Francisco and other cities
package
of the Imperial valley and a considerable part of the anese
12'2e
alosg
money
the
to
coast
In
company
due
colect
the
the
MAMMOTH SMYRNA FIGS,
Southern' Pacific roadbed are in danger of being inun- Japan from
incoming
Jap.
the
per pound
25c
dated by the continual ri.se of the Inland sea. It Is now
In the Mikado's kingdom there are four large imIMPORTED SMYRNA FIGS,
l
"up to the Southern Pacific" to either build a new
washed, In baskets, 25c. 50c
line for a distance of at least 200 miles or make migration companies and many other Btnaller ones that
IMPORTED WASHED FIGS,
n effort to again efToct a closure of the break. Report exist and thrive off their industry. The four big ones
in glass ....15c, 35c and 50c
says that the raihoad company will at once begin the are the "Kosl Imnn Kawalsha," the "Ninon Gashl Iman
FIGS, 2 lb. 25c
CALIFORNIA
work of turning the river back to Its natural channel and Kawaisba," the "Horoshimu Iman Kawaisha" asd
FIGS,
FANCY
STUFFED,
Kawalsha."
lman
with nuts of cherries, per
that the sum of 14,000,000 is now available for that puragents
Tht
companies
of
these
Japan
cover
35c
box
pose. At present It Is estimated that no less than
DATES,
FANCY
light or
worth of property, etc., are at stake. The Btenmer thoroughly and also operate in the Hawaiian Islands.
dark, whole fruit, fresh, 2
'Searchlight, which was launched at Needles a few years The following is the translation of the contract unlb
25c
ago, was two miles below the break when the waters re- der which the Japanese are brought to this country:
SHELLED NUTS of all kinds.
"The
Company will contract, ttlcepting
ceded and left hur stranded In the mud of the old chanORANGES,
both California
the request for transportation of
,
who Is a free
nel.
NAVALS
and FLORIDA
immigrant,
having
purpose
In
to
Franthe
land
San
Furthermore, about nineteen miles above Yuma the
Sweets.
cisco,
North
America,
secure
him
and
for
io
work
reclamation service has been constructing what is known
WALNUTS,
ALMONDS.
;as (he Iaguna dam to be used In connection with the ir- there within the limitation laws.
"First The Immigrant will perform everything
BRAZILS,
rigation of a tract of adjacent land. In case this new
is full of good and useful
PECANS,
lireak In the river gets beyond Immediate control, work that is needed for getting the passport, and must be
FILBERTS.
responsible
expenses
for
.ill
voyage
and
needed for the
Ion t,he Luguna dam will probably be susp-ndeWhen
BLACK WALNUTS,
.the! river was flowing Into the Salton basin before, It should have the money necessary when landing.
CHESTNUTS,
"Second The maturity of the contract is three
acoared its main channel back as far as Yuma, and there
HICKORYNUTS,
.Is grave reason to believe that should the flow continue years from the date that the Immigrant starts.
PEANUTS.
gets
immigrant
If
"Third
the
sick or loses means
HOLLY WREATHS,
it would scour as far as the site of the Iiguna dam, and
HOLLY,
, the agent, will help him and proMISTLETOE.
thus Impair whatever work might be done at that point. to get alonsf.
Leave your orders for Anything
lit is because of the last mentioned fact that the vide him with the means to get back to Japan in case
in the BAKERY
LINE, to be
national government has taken cognizance of the matter It is necessary.
delivered for your Christmas
"Fourth If the immigrant is sent hack at the exand made its demands on Mr. Harriman. To the ordidinner.
nary man it seems strange that the stockholders of the pense of the Japaaese government, the company s?iall
PATTI SHELLS,
Ladies' Desks are pop'
pay
expenses
all
th(.
the
of
immigrant.
eight
Southern Pacific should be called on to spend six or
JELLY TARTS,
immigrant
"Fifth
pay
The
10
shall
yen to the
ular. Easy Chairs, oew-in-g
million dollars to remedy an evil caused by a private enMACAROONS.
terprise of the Southern Pacific's president. In demand- company as its foe. If the Immigrant has a child who
CHEESE STRAWS,
LADY FINGERS,
ing that Mr. Harriman shall prevent greater losses, does not exceed the age of 1" years, the charge for it
KISSES,
Chairs, etc.
President Koosevelt has exhibited his usual good common will be half price, and If the child is not exceeding 10
years of age, he will be carried free of charge.
LAYER CAKES,
sense.
CAKE,
FRUIT
Our line of
"Sixth The immigrant shall provide two securities
PLUM PUDDING, Etc.
.1
to
company,
according
the
4
acts
to
hereof,
and
and
Daily Optic: The Washington correspondent of the
who declared
Chicago Record-Heralthat Roosevelt they will be responsible for all the expenses that have
would make of the San Francisco school question for the .1been paid by the company under the provisions of acts
will please you also. Selected wiih
and 4."
announcement of his belief that all state rights must be
an eye for presents reasonable in
mosey
Whether
he
has
or
not.
Japaaese
the
can
held subservient to the dictates of the federal governprice and yet most useful.
"Good Things to Fat"
ment, turns out to have been mistaken. The president come across the pjcilic if he can dig up his securiwas extremely mild In his statement and his comments ties.
MAIL OEDEBS FILLED THE SAME DAY
The immigrant must have $,'10 of his own money
on the report by Secretary Metcalf were surprisingly
201 N. SECOND
ARE RECEIVED.
n atii minuro i
i
on
He
arrival.
swears
this,
reality
in
to
but
the moiK-Jirief. It is gratifying to republicans everywhere that the
Duin rnunc t
Is loaned to him by the immigration compa-.iand tak-president assumed no such untenable position as was preaway from him by the company's aguit just as soon
saged.
We don't force the south to send the
&
white children to the game schools with our own negro ts he is safe on American soil.
Then it. is up to the Japanese hoarding house Keepcitizens' children Why should we insist on higher rights
for the children of a foreign race than we grant to our er tut collect the money due the iniiuigriitlo:! compani. s.
own citizens? We have a serious race problem of our The amount Is stipulated as lo yen in addition to the
1
own to settle. Give the orientals all the rights they want expenses ot the voyage. For three years after land
ing
WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President
in
this country the Japanese is virtually a siv
SOLOMON
LUNA,
In America and we will have millions of them In our PaT. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager
cific coast states In a few years and an imported race to the immigration company, ami the boarding hous
problem more serious than the one we have to deal with keeper or pailron is his keeper.
Hut these Japs try hard to get out of their obliat present. Giving equal rights in the schools is a dangerous opening wedge. California Is willing to educate gallons. There is a host of trouble betvv
l them right
the orientals in schools every bit as good as the ones to In California. This shows that as far as truth mil
which her own children go. She should not be asked to honesty goes the Jap is not to be compared to the
Chinese, who Invariably pays all his obligations when
do more.
I hey become
due.
Alongside of the Japanese the Chink is an honest
LortUhurg Uberal: Recently there was a killing in
Douglass. On the trial the killer was acquitted. After man. Hi. Jap is only honest with his own fellows
the trial it was learned that one of the principal wit- because he has to be honest. There is no getting out
nesses for the defense, who claimed to have seen the of it. liy Kred J. Hewitt.
Pi!!!1!!
killing, and that it was a case of
was found
ijjiJfc..;..
to have been at work in a mine some two miles away 0000XXX)CXX)X3x:XXX50000X30
n uh the joot
from where the killing took place at the time it occurred, $ THE FARMING INTERESTS
8
lie was indicted for pel jury, tried and sentenced to five
The flexible sole Red Cross
years at Yuma. After he was sentenced he told the $
PREDOMINATE ALL OTHERS ?
Shoe
court that he had bin offered $500 to give the testimony
is
a bie from
XXXXXXXXXX000XXXXXXXXXCKJ0 the start.
he did, that he had been taken to the office of S. K. WilThe year just passed has been one of the most
liams, a Blsuee attorney, where the testimony he wa.s
The burnino; and
to give, had been dictated by Williams to a stenographer, prosperous years the farmers of this country have ever
who had typewritten It, and Williams had given it to known. The value of the farm products, including live :aused by stilY soles and the
him to learn. Williams was arresed for summation of stock, is estimated by tin; secretary of agriculture at ;vils of thin soles
are preperjury, and there was enough outside evidence to hold the inconceivable figure of $ii.794.HiO,ooo,
nearly 'iialf
It
him to await the action of the grand jury. This hap- a billion more than last year and ov r 2,oiio,000,iino sented by the Red Cross.
pened in Cochise county, whose citizens objected so move than in lti'.itt. An increase of 41 per cent in seven :nables a woman to be on hei
strongly on election day to being joined with the corrupt years is cause enough for thanksgiving.
Over a mil- :eet for hours at a time with
New Mexicans to form the state. Mr. Williams was one lion farmers who were debtors ten years ago, trying
to pay ihe interest on mortgages on their farms, are :omfort.
of the strongest opponents of statehood in the countv.
now looking for an investment for their money.
A stylish
Those who despair of ever seing the liig trusts
The exports of farm products, in spite of increashoe that's
whipped into line with law through the courts may find ed consumption at home, have grown to $!tt;7,000,0on.
courage In the Impressivcness of Attorney General In spite of the Injurious statements printed about the
absolutely
Moody's recent annual report. Out of twenty-thresuits packing houses the flguns or exports of the packing
TICKETS BOUGHT, SOLO
which have been Instituted against the trusts I'nclu Sam bouses' products exceed $2oP,O00.imiu for the first time. comfortable
has won seven. Thld showing is not to ! despised. The The balance of trad.; in favor of the American farmer,
AND EXCHANGED
combination in elevators has br,.n declared unlawful. that is. the excess of cxportat ions of American agri
Atsoclailon
Off
"Salt manufacturers and dealers who attempted to form a cultural products ov. r imports of the
same character,
Transaction
monopoly have been enjoined, and a fine of $l,uoo has was for last year $133,0110,0110. Hs against $N.noo,iinii for
Guaranttao
Special Christmas Enaement
been imposed on one offender. The retail grocers of all other .lasses of exports and imports. Taking Ihe
ROSENFIEID'S,
118 W. B. B. Aw.
Alaska who tried to form a combination have felt the last seventeen years together the balance in favor of
Matinee and Night
heavy hand of Hie law. The format :;ii of a holding the American fanner is over ;,ooii,imio.ooo, while the
Rr.t Cma
$,
I'jltxt Ct.ll
company to bring parallel and competing railroads under bilanee against Ihe other American producers
one management has b en thwarted.
An arrangement
iuiiouius to neatly half a billion
oetweeji Individuals and corporations for the control of
The increased prosperity of the farmer has ennbbd Dxfonls,
Boot and shoemaker. Custom work
live stock and fresh meat lias been declared unlawful. him to make himself still ri. ,1,
by developing hind
to order. Repairing a specialty. Prices
Not all of us may see Just now that we are deriving ma- w hich was w holly ur p irlially upproduct iv e because of
$3.50 and $j.co
'irst Time West, of tlie (ire. it reasonable; satisfaction guaranteed.
terial benetlls
these triumphs of the law-- hut the iach 01 money.
Shoos,
Alluvial land has been reclaimed
103 North First Street
t'umetly-M- i
odiama
benefits are none the less real and Important.
marshes have be,n drained, the proper seeds or plant-hav$4.00 and $.5.50
been bought fur special soils. Rocky sIoih-have
'
..... wiin
PIONEER BAKERY
The case of Allien T. Patrick w lio.-.- death senKlice "en planted
Let us fit you.
Unit trees and leguminous plants
SIMON BALLING. Proprietor
Wim ycstei.lay commuted by
I
on
rut.r logins of New
sandy soil. Arid and semi-arisoil has been Irrigatud.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
York, to lite Imprisonment, presents proliuMy the most improvement have not been halted by
SEE
lack of cash.
remarkable HkIh i 1 r made in American cuuits, p,,,- six At the same time farm life lias been
WILLIAM
CHAPLIN
made less monot121
A'EDDING CAKES A
EYES TESTED FREE
years ami one month this lawyer, accused of the murder onous by t.ie introduction of tin telephone
Ave.
PECIAaTT.
everywhere AiouquerqueWest Railroad New
CORRECT FIT GUARANTEED
Mexico
of William Marsh Rice, bad b. en kittling with the prose- and by the trolley and by rural free
deliveiy in Ihe
114 Railroad Ave., Albuquerque, N. M.
We desire patronage and we guarcution. Four of these years lie spent mi the "death 11. ore thickly settled distiiets.
antee first class baking.
house" at Sing Sii.g awaiting execution. That Patrick is
The 1I1 pat Uncut of agi icult ur'e Il ls don,, lunch to
.'07 South First Street. Albuqubrque.
not content w ith the commutai i n of his sent, nee is el. ar. stimulate this growth
of ros peril y. Ii has introduced
He intends to keen on fighting lor more It.- .v,.n. a wlntir wheat which bears live bushels an acre more
One of the Best Offer- We keep the qual;fy ol our bread
.HE ELITE ROOMING HOUSE
eration and liberty. A man who lias accomplished what than ihe old kind and a winter barley
which
:0
bears
ings of the Season
he already has accomplished, may do much. So. no one per cent moie than spring barley. It
up
to
the
highest.
is
This
possible
has found fast
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
need l.e surprised if within a
Full Scenic Equipment
..ns Patrick walks the camphor tree nourishes in Florida on land where by using
NEAR POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT
PER TON
$6.50
from Sing Sing a free man.
and Special Electrical Effects
the orange orchards have been .bstroyed by frost, and
"
BEST
AMERICAN
BLOCK
NO. 118 West Silver Avenue.
hat date palms grow slice,
The Best Flour,
i
Arizona. The
PER TON
$6.50
1. E. GALLOWAY.
Mexico, having previously purchase. the Mexican
Manager.
.imuii .anus can now be reclaimed, promising new d
Matinee Pi ices, 2 ;c ami ;oe
The
Labor,
international railway, tl
th.r dm iMiught the great velopnienl 10 I'tah and stat es similarly situated, while
MUSIC LESSONS.
N'i-l- it,
The
;iie, 7je and $i.
Mexican (Vnlral system, of winch A. A. Robinson
Methods,
was a way lo inoculate soils for leguminous crops has been
N. DiMauio, the violinist,
Prof.
president.
Mr. Robinson was well known in this city found
evell more successful than the one llitll Ito Used. not only in
Scuts on a! c ill M.itsou'.s
Hook u'ives lessons on the violin anil nian-- .
mixing and bakine. but
because f his former connection with Hie s.iuta Ke The
I lotit
Store MiHlil.ty.
is uie strength of the nation and the city
at o'clock.
inlin. (juurantceil
2.
to lie the ben
also
tiinf incidents of Importance in ihe two purchases are dweller
in
of
taking
care
and selling
wishes the farm
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
long continuance of the
teacher in Albuquerque. Anyone
that the roads were b night by the .Mexican government, pu s. in prosperity,
the bread. If you want the best
A
AND $2 75
long
:
lessons iiildriss geueral delivFR
F.
that they are to lie merged, that other prominent railway for the unemployed of the as the farmer has work you'll
.
eiy, lily.
buy
p-,money
cities
and
have
to
to
use
Balling's
Bread.
systems in the southern republic are to be purchased by the products of ihe
factories, the cities shale in the
Headquarters for Low Prices ALBUQUERQUE NOVELTY WORKS
the government there, and thai the avowed r.a.son for good things
lite,
crops fail and the farmer is
PIONEER BAKERY,
is the place to get
the purchases is to keep Mexican i.ii'wjys mil of ihe lard up theid faciur; Win
on Leather, Paints, Varnishes,
s must clcse and the vvorkmea
tOT SOUTH riRBT STREET.
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
BICYCLES FOR CHRISTMAS.
control of American tinancici.
ml of a job look in vain to tin. farm for a chance to
Brushes and Jap-a-la- c.
fhare ill llie harvest
We do it rtnlit. ROUGH DRY Iui- The fanner has . noiigh laid by
Ak for JAFFm S KRACK KNEir
Agents for the Columbia, Rambler,
The Citien has received a eonv of the
406 W. Railroad Awonuo
peiial l.autulry Co.
to siainl a yi ar 01 two of bad luck, but everybody BREAD and take no othr
levcljud, Tribune and Crescent
ceedings of the Fourteenth National Irrigation Congress. wishes
him another
IticyclPs.
ear like the last.- - From the Chi- 1,1
Toil, t Sut of all kinds. Ill si kikiIiv
i , .. ,j u
-hi 1,1 at II,
KREAf.l!
KRACK
Ask
;mm
i i
JAFFA'S
HOT
for
an
FEE'S
o
Ii
CHOCOLATE,
Is
WALa
'i
portly
eago
'",,
Tribune.
F S HOPPING.
At Ktippe's.
I'i ices.
BREAD and take no other.
TON'S DRUG STORE.
321 South Second.
W.

.

STRICKLE. R,

W. T. McCRElGHT,
Business Manager.
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Jaffa Grocery

Xmas China

Co.
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CITY HAS MANY

PORT OF DELIVERY

'

page rive

Couplet Night at
House Roller Rink

Opera

'MB. REYNOLDS Will Render a Vocil Stltclio

JUVENILE ARTISTS

FOR ALBUQUERQUE
A

nrai

Convenience Which Could Art Exhibits From Schools on
Probably Be Mad For the
Display at Central
Building.
Asking More.
SAVING

MEANS

OF

MONEY

The Proposition Is Up to Commercial Club and the

j.

Merchants.

Alhuquerque bhould be a port of
delivery.
are
Albuquerque merchant
receiving Kinds from abroad
but they do no under the most a(?gre- For Instance,
vat inn circumstances.
the Ilenham Indian Trading company
of
has Just received a consignment
braFH mantle decorations, which came
from Japan. These goods reached
Seattle five weeks ago and were ship
ped to Denver bv freight. At Denver
they were unpacked for the Kcrutina-tio- n
of custom house ofllcials. The
owners not being able to be present
Ht tho unpacking, had, at a consider
able expense, to employe a custom
broker to look after their interests
and this occurs every time anything
is purchased abroad by any one liv
Ing In Albuquerque, if the port of
entry should be to 4 he north. If the
port of entry should be at Kl Paso
this unpacking and inspection takes
placo at the Pass City custom house.
But no matter where the port of en
try la located the expense and the
delay Is always the same. A port of
delivery here would do away with all
this "monkey business, and besides,
save lime, labor and money. Money
saved by the merchants means money
savwl by their patrons, and conse
quently the public at large is inter
ested in a port of delivery for Albu
querque, and what the Commercial
club and the Retail Merchants asso
ciation should do, Is to ask for it.
This city Is sufficiently large to deserve It. Delegate. Andrews could
take the matter up in Washington,
and he new federal building, which
furnish
is about to bo built, would
quarters for the port of delivery

EXEMPIAKY

i0ME

CrmBakmg-Fode-

WOKK

Pure, Wholesome, Reliable

Children Visit Exhibits This After
Expected
Tonight.
noon-Pare-

Albuquerque has hundreds of Juvenile artists. Their work Is on display
at the Central school building this
afternoon and is being viewed by
many youthful students, and proud
parents.
On the first flcxr, the high school
building represents the four wards of
the city, each of the four rooms representing a ward building. The northeast room holds the First ward display, the southeast room the Second
The arward display, and so on.
rangement Is clever. On the second
floor is to be seen the work of the
students of the Central building. The
exhibits consist of pencil, crayon and
charcoal work, as well ns the making
of articles from pasteboard, every one
of which is something useful.
The exhibit probably most deserving of mention is that of Miss
Kveritt's room in the Fourth ward but
there is not a room in the city that
is not represented by a commendable
exhibit.
The work from Miss Kveritt's room
which is attracting so much attention
A
is painting as well as designing.
Christmas tree is first painted and
then card board clippings, colored to
represent toys, are fastened to It.
There is a seashore scene, with boats
on the water and little cabins, both
artistically
pinned
of pastebonrd,
over waler and land. The village,
the trees and the hills all look very
real.
There are specimens of penman
shin that would make the copy book
designer ashamed of himself.
Boys and girls alike
have used
scissors, thimble and needle with
good effect. Candy trays of paper
that will hold real candy ar-- found
among i
along wllh candle
sticks of paper that will hold real
pencils. Vegetables are drawn with
such striking resemblance to the real
thing that one gets hungry looking at
them. The charcoal work could hard
upon and pencil
ly be improved
sketches of the city park made in
August, when the leaves were on tm
trees are so real that they remind one
of the good old summer time. All in
all it is an exhibit of which any city
would be proud. And It has been accomplished not to say altogether, for
the teachers and the students themselves have done their part through
the energetic work of Miss Emma
Woodman, In the short space of three
months time. Miss "Woodman took
up the instruction of art in the Albuquerque schools at the beginning of
the term which has just closet!.
This afternoon every pupil In the
city was given an opportunity to see
his and bis classmate's work. If the
pupil was not there ne or she was
marked up absent from school.
But tonight will be patrons' night.
The buildi.ig wid be brilliantly lighted, and the teachers will lie present
to show visitors around.
The public
is welcome.

MAKES

CONGREGATIONAL
FOLKS HOLD
ANNUAL MEETING OF-

FICERS ELECTED.

The Congregational church hold its
annual meeting last evening in ihe
church parlors, a goodly representation of the membership of U03 being
present.
The meeting was opened
with the usual religious exercises followed by reports from the various officers and societies, all of which
showed a financial balance In hand
in addition to a recorded usefulness
for the year just closed. The" treasurer's report showed a gross expenditure of $7.3 1 1. which was swelled by
the repair item of $4,5t)o, $200 was
contributed for benevolence and $130
for Sandfly school purposes. An election of officers for the ensuing year
was fceld which resulted as follows:
Trustees: William Fair, N. K. Stevens, Frank Strong. J. II. Hearrup,
William Bryce, W. H. Palmer, C. B.
Buldridge and S. M. Porterfield
fDoacons W. O. Hopping, J. F. Pai- CHRISTMAS GIFTS INnter and Professor Richards.
Superintendent, Sunday School H.
S. lithgow, Mrs. Heald, assistant.
CLUDES COAL AND CANDY
Treasurer Miss Delia Holniqulst,
Mrs. McCIasky, assistant.
Choristers K. I.. Washburn. .1. H. ELKS BACK SALVATON
ARMY
Stone.
HOLIDAY
WITH ADDITIONAL
Clerk Herman Snyder.
CHEER..
Deaconess Mrs. Drtiry.
Ushers C. 13. llodgin, Kcnm-tCaptain
Nissen
the local branch
raid, W. O. Hopping. Fred S. Hop- of the Salvation ofArmy
is rejoicing
Hopping, Ivan. .Hoyadjicve, Clyde
over the fact that he will be able
ping and Herman Snyder.
to add to each of the Christmas dinners recently described In The Evening Citizen a package of candy for
GER0N1MD CLUB TO OUNCE
the little folks. Nor is this all to
each family will go a gift of $1.0o
worth of coal. This is due, said the
THE
captain, to the members of the Elks'
lodge here who have volunteered to
INITIAL stand the entire expense of these
ARRANGEMENTS FOR
Items. The captain desires to make
HOP COMPLETED. ARTHUR
f the help
public acknowludgenient
COX, SOLO CLARINETIST,
given his organization, not only by
ARRIVED TODAY.
the Elks but by the Masons, Odd
individuals
The arrangements committee which Fellows and prominent
have in hand the decorations for the throughout tho city. It Is estimated
(;eronirao club's Initial hop, which that these gifts this year will reach
thirty-fiv- e
families, aggregating more
will be given this evening at Colombo hall on Second street, have been than 180 persons.
rebusily engaged all wtek and as a
sult of their efforts the hall this afternoon presents
a pleasing spec- HIGHLAND GROCERY
the
tacle. As before announced,
dance is to be a "moonlight" affair
LEADS THEM ALL
but this does not mean that the club
guests will dance in the dark. The
lights have been cleverly subdued,
To sec a display that
is
naily
which is a decided innovation In AA full iiioun and stars, ti niti:ig to both the eye and tile pallbuquerque.
artificial of course, will supply a halo ate, one should visit the Highland
to suggest the gloaming. How this Grocery and Meat MarUil, corner of
It is
is doue must In- seen to lir uppie-ciate- Coal avenue and Arno strict.
a luisy coiner.
The grocery departThe sale ill tickets for the dance ment is stocked with the very best of
has beun huge and ihcre is promise everything the market affords a::d is
ulnftil af- ai ranged to suggtst the menu for a
that the hep will be a
Th. meat market
fair.
Christmas dinner.
An excellent orchestra has In i n en- is tastefully decorate for the holiday
gaged to furnish music for the occa- occasion, and a tempting display of
Mi stir. Cox. Ellis, Reynolds. good tilings to eat meets lac visitor
sion.
Charles Conroy, the
Srhrixxlvr and Miss Craig will proli-abl- on every side.
compose the personnel of the or proprietor, is a thorough groc ryiuan
chexlra and Uiosm attending tonight sad knows bow io cater to the public.
will enjoy a treat in the matter of Customers always rceive prompt and
lance music.
courteous utttution at the Highland
comes to Grocery and Meat Market.
Arthur Cox, clarinetist,
Albuquerque from les Moines, Iowa.
here this morning on
He arrived
WHILE DOWN TOWN EVENINGS
(lain No. f and will join the new Am- LOOKING FOR NICE THINGS FOR
solo
company
hand
as
XMAS.
Lumber
DON'T FAIL TO DROP IN AT
erican
clarinetist, an Instrument of which THE RELIANCE ELECTRIC CO..
For several years 208'2 WEST GOLD AVENUE. AND
he is a master.
Mr. Cox played this instrument iu SEE THEIR NEW LINE OF FIXthe Hainum and Bailey concert band, TURES. JUST RECEIVED.
THEY
which is a high recommendation of ARE SWELL AND THE PRICES
He
has
also
as
RIGHT.
musician.
a
ability
ARE
his
had long experience under many of
country
the
and nia.s'ers
IVES.
tliu best
ov.r.
FLORIST.
will
mark
MAKE
XMAS
WE
The dance this evening
WREATHS
his first prot'es.-- i iuiI engagement in FROM FRESH MATERIAL, AT 50
CENTS. 75 CENTS AND $1.00 EACH.
Albuquerque.
THE BEST HOLLY,
MISTLETOE
THEPOWER OF CASH.
AND WREATHING.
CAL.
NO.
ALL THIS WEEK
SOFT SHELL WALNUTS 15C PER
Millinery Sale
POUND.
At the Ki'euTeKl bargains AD.inni.'i-20C
ALMONDS
utCAL. SOFT SHELL
Miss
haw, at
Laura M
PER POUND.
l.ut.'s. I'iiS South Second street.
PROPORTION.
IN
KINDS
OTHER
If you want results In advert ising,
ALBUQUERQUE CASH GROCERY
i trv an Evening Citizen want ail.
315 MARBLE AVE.
.

Your choke either in golden
oak or weathered oak finish.
Many similar snaps for economical buyers ' all through

'

our store.

m

.

.

o &

e

Gomelearly and get best selection.

Sessions

to 12. 2.39 to S 30 and 7.30 to
10 30 P. M.
.
. . .
Good Music and no charge for iislruction.
10

.

.

SAM

KEE

ALBERT Ir ABE R

Chinese. Japanese, Indian and
Mexican

CURIOS
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
i.

Following market letter and quota- Hons received hy F. J. Graf & Co.,
Correspondents tor Logan & 3rvan.
over their private wires:
NEW YORK

WSanta

133
113
151

42?;
lei1,
1

T

H. R.

I

j.

fifi'i

N

&

A CHRISTMAS SHOWING

HURRY!

Waterman's Ideal Fountain Pens

suitable gift for any man. Nothing is more
We show them in a great variety from
A

297s

gnat stock, they'll solve the question
as to what to get every want we can supply from the Inexpensive
to the very best grades of Imported toys, mechanical or otherwise.
Hring the children to see our

!I3

ir2Vi
32 is

DO NOT FORGET

Leather Goods of Quality

1X2

4S'n

Kvery
this season has had our best attention.
article we show we guarantee to he the heat possible value for the
price asked.

This department

1o;v-31
4
ICG

54

and practical

Wonderland of Toys

13!

U. S. S. pfd

UReful

S2 to S15.00

io4

...137V4

Greene Con
Santa Fo Copper
Calumet & Arizona
Old Dominion
Copper Ridge
Nipissing
North Hutte
Hutte Coal
Shannon

Before closing up your pack be ure
and call in the Vann Jewelry company's Store. You will find jut what
you need to finish up with; Fine
Watches, Rings, Pins, Chains, Silverware, Cut Glass and China, and the
sweltest line of Toilet and Manicure
Sets you ever saw. They are all new
goods, too, just in: so

Tc:l lTn CtS

43Mi
144
93
27
73
30

Missouri Pacific
Mexican Central
National Lead
New York Cent ral
Norfolk
Pennsylvania
Reading, common
Rick Island common
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Hallway
fnion Pacific
1'. S. S. common

Don't be in a

v

lltfii

Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Kile common

New Things In

v

Card Cases. Art Goods, Pillow Tops. Hand Hags. Wallets. Purses,
Hang Hag Sets, Hangers, Hook Cov rs, etc.

12

THE VANNlEWELRY

34

l'lH

INVESTIGATE!

If

Christmas

In any of our day courses beAll thoso purehasinf! a Bcholarnlii
tween now and January 1, 1907, will receive a 10 per cent discount
from the regular price. Eater at once. We ran secure you a position
when ready for It.
COURSES IN SHORTHAND, BOOKKEEPING, TYPEWRITING ENG- LISH AND SPANISH.

DAV AND NIGHT SCHOOL

;

W. MORRIS
JEWELER

Chicago Live Stock.
Chicago. Ike. 21. Cattle receipt.,
4.000; market steady. Heeves $4.00
i.90; cows
and heifers $1.00ffi5.15;
stockers
and feeders $2.40(fl 4.50 ;
Texans $3."5Ff 4.U; westerns $3.!o&
5.50; calve $t:.nig'8.00.
Shep receipts 8.000; market steady.
Sheep 3.7515.05; lambs $4.fiofi 7.5.

of the Albuquerque Business College
Library Building, Albuquerque, New Mexico

205 Railroad Avenue.
DIAMONDS

JEWELRY

W.

WATCHES
SILVERWARE

RICH CUT GLASS

We Lead in the

Metal Market.
New York, Dec. 21. Copper marstrong.
ket
lead
23.5023.62V4;

unchanged.
St.
$1.55.

Iuiis

steady;

All our diamonds are left on loans and unredeemed,
enabling us to sell cheaper than our competitors can
buy. We get them at our own price, you get 'he

Spelter.
.

Dec. 21.

Spelter

linn.

benefit.

1

C.

I

telephone

The

"V

WORK

.--

X

V

ow

DIAMOND BROKER

P. Schutt

i i

in

i I

For Your Christmas Table
Sterling Silver
Elegant Carving Sets

Roger's Triple Plate
Rich Cut Glass

l

WfElBTT
LEADING JEWELERS

THE DIAMOND PALACE

(

r

RAILROAD AVENUE, NEAR FIRST STREET

worrle
YOU

make

the care

lighter,

duties

Th

th

Im,

telephone

prrv

yeur

health, prolong your life sn4
protect your bom.

fewer.

NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

to suit all tastes, all purses

Fresh Every Day.
Call
and ask to see our special boxes.
They are winners.
POST CARDS, PILLOW TOPS
DRAWN

Ave.

Convenience - Comfort - Security

and th

Made

MEXICAN

yhzrSfy

All Sizes, All Prices,

Christmas Gandv

l

& Co.
Borradaile
117 w. Gold

Diamond Business

t!6.25.

Wool

Club

Household Goods of Every Description

21.
Prime mercantile paper (KgCi per cent; silver
6i.4c Money on call firm, 4$f9 per
eem.

Dec. 21

or

Cathedral, Commercial

Alvarado,

Market

St. Louis Wool Market.

MILIKEN. President.

vie ws

74-c-

4lc;

St. Ixmis,

C

XMAS
Souvenir Crockery

THE QUALITY THAT
WEARS.
AT THE LOWEST PRICES

WE SELL

Grain and Produce.
Chicago, Dec. 21. Close:
;
May 78c.
Wheat Dec.
May 43'c.
Corn Dec.
May 35c.
Oats Dec.
Pork Jan. $16.10; May $1.45.
Lard .Ian. $8.85; May $8.95.
Rihs .lan. $8.62fc; May $8. SO.

strong

PER CENT DISCOUNT

10

I

Money
York, Dec.

CO.

1"9

Kansas City Livestock.
Kansas Citv. Dec. 21. Cattle re- jcelpts 2,"tu. Including low southerns.
Market steady. Native Rteers $4.('0
steers $3.00 (li) 5.00;
.(; southern
i southern
cows $2.oo3.25; native
jcows and heifers $2.O0fi'5.10; stock-- I
crs and feeders $2.90Ji 4.50; hulls
$2.noi,4.00; calves $3.00 (ft tl. 50; western fed steers $3.50!g3.50; western
fed cows 2.25(Ef 4.'iO;
Sheep receipts 200ti. Market steady.
Mul tons $4.50(Tir..75;
lamhs $t!.(Hi
fed
7.50; range wethers $4.50(fi i;.2
ewes $3.50(0 5.15.

New

!

Claus

ON & CO.
O. A a MATS
BAftNETT BUILDING
That we know will meet with your highest admiration.
Highly Instructive and interesting
C-just what you want, you'll find here,
all moderately priced. Many new games shown for the first time
this senson.

20
80 74

j

HO

Albuquerque. N. M.
Chriotmaa Sale of Millinery
208
store,
M.
Luti'a
At Miss Laura
MY ENTIRE LINE OF TOYS
AT
South Second. A chance to get good COST. "HAWLEY ON THE COR
NER."
goods for little money.

STOCKS.

American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Car Foundry
Atchison common
n. & o. . . ,

.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

2IS S. Second Street,

-

ek-e-

Regular Price $1.00

mm m

The mixtures called baking powders that sell for ten or
twenty-fiv- e
cents a pound, or a cent an ounce, are all alike,
made from alum and costing less than three cents a pound.

1

1

Just Like Cut

alum-phospha- te

'

CHURCH

W

Made from cream of tartar derived
solely from grapes, the most delicious and healthful of all fruit acids.
Its use is a guarantee of perfect food
and a protection against the ills that
follow the use of alum,
and other low grade powders.

nts

3
11,

r

Only $.50 For Tabourette,

'.

H. O'RIELLY & CO.

DRUGGISTS
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
BOTH PHONES
LEADING

oooooooo
j The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

I i

BARNETT,

20 Wst

Prop'r.

Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

!

8 AM PL AND
CLUB ROOMS

I

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year

Cht is t mas Cigars
25 in a Box

Kirster Bros., Aanufacturers
SOS

South Second Street

B

ALBIJQT7ERQTTF

PAGE SIX.

City, la .holding services every even-mg at Mogollon and lie Is greatly encouraged with the Interest created.
It Is hoped the conference will encourage the building of a church In
this district.

EVENING

CITIZEN.

FRIDAY,

DECEMBER 21, 1W&.

)

NEW MEXICO and
ARIZONA MINES

BOGUS PROMOTERS
HURT

PASO HAS NO

EL

MINING

COAL

E

MUGGY YOXK

Christmas Hints.
If you wish to shutte r little Wil- People With Money Have Be- Pass City's Domestic Supply
lie's faith in Santa Clans, choose
BREAKING
KING COLT
tto the matter of securing the neces something from this list:
come Suspicious of All
Comes From Gallup.
One of the Hollo books.
CAUSES A DEATH. sary machinery.
Comb
brush.
For a long time the Carroll mine
and
Mining Men.
The breaking of tin king bolt of
New Mexico.
Penwiper.
the cafie. Its terrific plunge 800 fort was generally regarded as a rich silHat.
ver
property but the development has
tttronrh two Inildhtviis and (he crash-la- clearly
Hook mark
established that It is becomof timbers brought sudden death
LEGITIMATE
SCHEMES NOT SHIPPED THROUGH THIS CITY
ing
Picture.
a big copper mine, which will
tt vnillam IMIlt at thp T. M. C.
Cup and saucer.
continue to carry high values In silmine. Cocliiae, county, Arizoaa.
a
Iaundry hag.
tiftd worked lut five shifts, ver and gold.
If yuu wish w illie to low you Patronized Mexico Feels the Ef- Situation Is Somewhat Relieved.
in the main shaft, now down 240
whs s young ninn nnct recently from
after you tell him all the Santa
Jtiirff. H1k relatives live at Oreede, feet, the ore commences to show
fect as Well as the
Cold Weather. However.
although It Is fully 1!0 feet Claus stories wer dope, try this
Colorado.
yet to permanent water level. The list:
O
Is Feared.
Territories.
r
base ball gloe.
surface Indications In this property
LUNA LEAD COMPANY'S
(Reach
boots.
Caruso rubber
to
SMELTER GOING FULL BLAST. are remarkable, the ledges of ener-mou- s
size, and the ground generally the hip.)
El Paso. Dec. 21. El Taso is not
Edgar 8. Mathews passed through
The lAina IxmmI company's smelter mineralized
Pony.
and copper stained for
on his way to considered in the Imminent grasp of a
Albuquerque
Tuesday
fe elill going full olast and turning
Iagger.
hundred ftt. Kvldences of
southern Chiahuahua, where he Is in- fuel famine and the danger of coal
t metal on full time. They have several
Rifle.
great disturbances are very marked
terested in mining. Mr. Mathew, and wood supplies running out Is not
ad some dlflVoulty during the wet and the
Shotgun.
past few weeks nag been visit- bothering the fuel dealers of the city.
the
rason la getting Iron ore for flux-ta- mineral large fissure vein shows pay
Revolver.
from the surface. Assays
ing
Chicago and other cities where Thero Is coal ia the city nd there are
in
4iut are getting all thpy want
Railroad torpedo.
were had from thme cropping which
to interest capitalists in a also many cords of wood that could
wenf
he
ma. Ore continues to conn In In gave
returns of more than $300 iper Can of dynamite.
big mining proposition in which he be used should the coal run low and
large quantities
B2d the prospects
As depth has been attained,
has great faith. However, he brings necessitate that some other form of
are for a long and successful run. ton. richest
of the ore has rua tip in at "What did you impersonate at the back very discouraging reports as to fuel be used.
Ttie company tmys over the market the
masijtierado?"
the
to the thousands. The main shafts
rice for kad ore and deals fair
Some of the local fuel dealers have
"A cannibal chief of one of the the attitude of Investors toward new
In ore. The deeper
propesltlons.
wKti fveryone, and they should be and drifts are all
run low on coal at different times dur
South Sea Islands."
numerous
work
has
small
disclesed
says:
In speaking of the matter, he
dealt with by all miners who have caves, lieautifully stained from miner
ing the winter, but none have run
"Humph a sort of a lake off."
we to sell. Ktolr dealing
"The people back eapi. have been completely out, it Is said. Ia case
and so al fumes and carrying rich
so defrauded and Imposed upon by the coal traffic should be tied up enntig1ng
is their motto. Demiug
Christmas Hints.
and other evidences such as have
If you wish not only to please wildcat schemes and fradulent minlfeadllght.
the city could keep warm on
only been found in the great copper father, but to Induce him to give you ing transactions, that tho minute any tirely fireg
with the large supply that
wood
mines.
all the best of It In his will, choose reference Is made to a mine they most every dealer ha on hand.
VCTOIA CHIEF COMPANY
The
of
location
this
convenient
something from this list:
turn a de'af ear to tho most flatter
SECURES TWO MINES. property to
Most of the coal for domestic use is
the plant of the Arizona
A barrel of apples.
ing offer
The injury done by brought
The Victoria Chief company on the Smelting company, at Humboldt; the
In here over the Santa Fe
unscrupulous scheme's to the min- from
A ton of coal.
west side of the C'abellos range, has presence of an ample water supply,
the mines at Oallup, N. M.,
A
ing
very
Is
case
Industry
vegewill
of
serious
and
assorted
canned
copper
4o( miles distant from
district,
secured control of the
which Is
"
and other favorable commercial contake years to overcome. The honest here. In about
including the Maria a and Ohm mines, ditions appear to fully Justify the tables.
of the leeal fuel
spe'aking
prospector and the miner with a
A new overcoat.
that appear to be on the extension optimistic view taken by those intersituation a Santa Fe official declared
A
pair
property
today
is
overalls.
valuable
of
sell
to
fissures from the ested and the prevailing belief of all
of the
and find themselves this morninir:
east flank. There the fissures cut who are familiar with the mines of on A pair of socks with no flowers made the sufferer,
"There Is no danger of a fuel famine
any
hampered
legitimate deal by
In
them.
on
they
west
limestone, tut
side
the
In this city in the near future. There
the Carroll (kId & Copper company,
A
company
life
Insurance
left
by
bad
record
swindlers
the
the
calendar.
copper
quartf.lto,
and bear
instead that they will have a large and steady
exit
Is enough coal In El Paso to supply
A snow shovel.
who would not know a mine If the-itt lead ore. The aew company Is producer ia the near future.
the
local demand for a while and more
you
saw
to
If
who
one
drive
wish
cheatel
pople
from
Inve
and
father
building
extensively,
improving
and Is
The officers of the company are: the house, choose from this list:
coal is now on the way south from
dolout
of
thousads
of
hundreds
of
wagon
a
road through the Palomos A. J. Carroll, president; C. I. Hicks,
Of course, every
Cut glass bottle for smelling salts. lars. During my trip east I talked the Oallup mines.
rap to Palomas, which will be used secretary,
country Is pressed for
and A. .1. Head, treasurer.
in
railroad
tho
Cigars
a
to
In
capitalists
Chicago
box
Cincinpretty
a
with
in
label.
and
"handling
copper ores from the
lor
Velvet si! pints, red preferred.
nati, who had money to Invest. But cars of every kind at the present and
vines to cutter by means of n 50 CYANIDE PLANT FOR
ije
Is was great difficulty that I could some of the roads are experiencing a
Neckties
Ik
those
wore
like
fore
2gine.
horsepower gasoline traction
COONEY DISTRICT. he was married.
get them to listen to me at all, al great deal of trouble in getting hold
waN-will
The ailnes are dry and
here
Mogollon.
21.
N.
Dec.
I had assays
The
M..
though
HaadkerchiefH
with
blue
ltorder
and smelter re- of rolling stock. Tiie situation comand
gasoline pump at highest
vrovlded
le
Ma-- I pink
will be handled by the railroad'
ever
water
roses
known
the
ia
corIn
high
a
grade
embroidered
turns
from
the
copHr
th llio Grande river some four miles
gold property, south of Parral and panies all right unless the weather
away. It is planned to erect a smel- gollon mountains was the result of ners.
Lorgnette.
storms
this
visited
the
section.
which
two comprehensive reports from would throw the roads out of operaalso
seter, and a suitable site has leen
mln-- I
damage
Kittle
was
to
done
the
silsuspenders
with
Pink
experts.
sterling
Finally I se- tion for a rather long period of time."
disinterested
lected south of the mines. .Vising Ing Interests outside eif
A small amount of coal is brought
wanning
ver
buckles.
the
promise
expert would
an
that
a
cured
Reporter.
Mustasch cup.
probably be sent to examine the to the city for domestic use by the
'out of the canyon roads. This caused
from Colorado , and
some inconvenience and small ex-- I
mine; ir they decided that it was Southwestern
AN IMMENSE POCKET
I nli.uu.. "
some Is brought in from the east by
pense.
"I cninbiv
uaiil
I
Is
while;
worth
that
all
could
and
FOUND IN GRAPHIC.
Mr. Craig, the genial general man-- j the angry woman, with an air of de- accomplish with them.
Under pres tho G. II. & S. A. and the Texas &
ent conditions the only way a min Pacific. The latter roads do not haul
Ore Will Run 42 Per Cent Zinc With age r of the "Last Chance" prope- termination.
but
rties, has returned to camp, coming
Alas, it was too true.
Big Value of Copper and
ing man can approach capitalists Is any great amount of coal In here, cars
in with the first passengers to crews
She was looking fer a ceok.
through personal
acquaintance
or they occasionally bring In a few
Silver.
Anrl Ihnati
not through Influence of those in whom that aid In supplying the demand.
chit ,11,1
the Gila in a week.
The situation on the Southwestern
There is considerable talk of a please would not work for her.
they have confidence.
The big pocket eneounlertd in the
In supplying the steam coal to differGraipbic last week
Is proving the large consolidation being effected In
He! He! HH He!
ent places in the southwest has greatLong Tennessee Fight.
greatest strike ever made la the dis- the district, that would bring In
Dowey
Miss
Cora
ly improved in the last few days and
to
try
went
years
the
twenty
W.
of
For
Rawls
U
syndicate
a
men,
here
of
mottled
trict.
tenacity of the road last Friday and Bells, Tenn., fought nasal catarrh. He coal and coke is moving toward the
The find was made in (he new tun- whose names and reputations as min- called
at a nearby neighbors te read writes: "The swelling and soreness west from the Dawson mines.
For
nel 2,100 feet from tho'entrauce. The ing men would be sufficient in itself V
men cut unexpectedly Into en im- to attract the world's attention to the my,infield News. No news and Oh! inaldo my nose was fearful, till I a short while It looked as though
how discouraging.
Olivia Minn. began applying Uucklen's
Arnica some trouble might be experienced
mense body of sulphides the extent Cooney mining district, and cause the
Salve to the sere surface; this caused In the southwest, due to the shortage
of which ft is impossible to estimate. railroad, now 'projected, to come in Review.
the soreness and swelling to disap of coal cars on the road, but this has
The tunnel was extended into it 100 here with a rush.
pear, never to return. Ue'st salve In bttn evaded and now train loads are
The "Enterprise Mining company" ARIZONA FACES
feet and It was impossible to find
FINANCIAL CRISIS. existence. 25c at all druggists.
destined for the west.
any sides, top, or bottom to the mass. has authorized
the building of a
21
Doc.
Preseott.
Alii.
The
It runs 42 per cent zinc with good cayanide plant as an addition to its torlal treasury will shortly be en
values In copper aad silver and Is present excellent mill and work of riched by a nood ef tax money
frm
one of the most remarkable bodies of construction was begun on the l"th the
various counties.
ore crer discovered In a New Mexico of this month.
1 here will verv shorilv In. .tm. to
A big strike of
mine.
ere was
Guarantee Trust company of New
The Kelly mine is now shipping all made on the 10th Inst., out in the the
York a little matter of $67,424.13 to
"Little
Charlie
Mine"
by
owned
the
the oto that ail the available teams
up the Interest coupons on the
Copper company. take
Gold
ran liaul or railroad cars carry away. Mogollon
Arizona
bonds.
There wil
New, Clean, Orderly, Good Service, Good Meals.
showing
beautiful
Magdalena
samples
Some
free be held fundiuc
Tho outlook ia Kelly and
tax receipts
from
is for more prosperity than the camps gold were brought down by the work-n- i from the outrespective thecount
.
120 W. Silver Ave.
F. J. Gross, Prop.
iis wuic
n and exhibited about the camp.
havo seen in many years.
have had their bonds funded, and
proCooney
on
Work
the
mine is
the city of Tombstone, the bil
gressing nicely. The floods did some from
CARROLL GOLD AND
lowing
Navajo. $2.':
amounts:
Cooney
damage
to the roads la the
COPPER COMPANY.
Apache, $l,UKt.84;
Coconino,
Present t. Ariz., Dec. 21. The Car- canon, especially that, portion from
;
$2,(134.08
Mohave,
Yavapai,
roll Gold and Copper company has mill to tlie timber tract, but this is $8,468,50:
Yuma.
I2.2u.78:
2 Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
been greatly strengthened by rfcent being rapidly repaired and the work 3,403.43; Maricopa, $7,040.91; Pinal.
Grachanges to the directorate and by a of bringing in the1 tlmlK'is will bo ham. $.1,684.12:
17. P. MALL, Proprlmtor
Tombstone. $135.31:
number of the leading husincFs men started before the end of the week. Pima county. flKiire's
Iron and Brass Cuttings; Ore, Coal and baniber Cars; ikaflJua,
Ci- irlven.
not
of this- community becoming finanFirst class miners, particularly maPulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Colnmni ti4 Iroa rraU !
Is not Included In the county
cially Interested.
chine men, are in great demand at chise
Buildings.
paycounty
indebtedness,
funded
this
The company is now preparing to present. It was hoped that the mild ing off her own debt at the ruto of
ttmpmlr on Mining mnd Mill Machinery m Bpmolalty
4egln operations on a considerable climate of these mountains
would $13,000 yearly.
m. m
foundry
cast tlds ef railroad track.
scale, and work of a pennant lit
induce a larn number of the Colothings
to
These
be
have
other
and
The ore bodies will Ikrado miners to spend the winter here, mr.t liv thft nwtii.v
pnnww .n
will supplant
the piospicting but the demand continues to be from the counties, besides the uaual
lowed to a depth, a hoisting plant acute.
monthly pay rolls for the maintencapable of sinking 1,200 feet or more
The "Kanny mine" development Is ance of territorial
institutions and the
will tie instilled, and all equipment being pushed with all energy. The territorial
officials and clerks.
will be of the best modern type. H. new shaft has been connected with
H, Cloud. M. E., the vice president the
rOR mVCRYTMINO ILCCmCAL
level of the old work- In Praise of Chamberlain's Cough
and consulting engineer of the com- ings.
Remedy.
Latest
in Table Lamps. Chandeliers, Shades and
Designs
pany, is now on the coast looking inA Methodist minister, from Silver
Tbxre is no other medicine manus.
Have your House Wired.
I'lectric
factured that has received so much
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
praise and so many expressions of
SO W. Rallrojd Avmnum
Both
gratitude as Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy. It Is effective, and prompt
SAYS ARIZONA TO THE GAMBLERS rellef follows
its use. Grateful rar- eats everywhere do not hesitate to
testify to Its merits for the benefit
of others. It is a certain cure for
croup and will prevent the attack if
given at the first appearance of the
disease. It is especially adapted to
children as it Is pleasant to take aad
A comple-U- ' history f tve history-making- ;
contains nothing Injurious. Mr. E. A.
years
Humphreys, a well known resident
I'.'OT unel ll'OJv
The entire proceedings of all the im
and clerk In the store of Mr. R Iiock
of Alice, Cape Colony, Semth Africa,
Mrtnnt sessions of Congress to Im.' helel during those two
says: "I have used Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy to ward off croup and
years. Tho fight to a finish of the impending battle
colds In my family. 1 found It to be
against the gigantic trusts and mom.p.lies.
Every devery satiafactory and It gives me
pleasure to recommend It." For sale
tail eif the next natiemal campaign, including all tin
by all druggists.
party emi vent ions and the final result of the Presidential
SECOND INVESTIGATION OF
lection of November, lOOS.
In short, ALL T1IK
PENITENTIARY RECORDS
The board ef commissioners of the
1.1.
A
TIIF. KAUTII.
M:VS OF
penitentiary lias Instructed its presi
dent, F. II. Pierce, to have mule a
nm
Twice-a-We- eli
complete investigation of the books of
the pi sitentlary for the past seven
years, nays the
Vcgai Optic. The
investigation will not be like the last
alleged Investigation, :t:i
made with a view to fixing
blame UMii the superlntindeiil, but
will be made under tin? suieivision
of tlie. board with a view to the as
certainment or a'l the facts in the
-A report hase-case.
on the Investigation will be made to the governor.
'wo big papers every wvek.
Eight or more pages e'tieh
The Albuquerque Junk company
506 South Second stroet, pays
cash
uesday and Friday. The 1JKST XKWSPAl'KK i
for old furniture, old clothing, Iron,
Inas a journal fer TIIF.
Fnitcd States.
braifi, copper, zinc rubber paper rags,
bottles, etc. I a fact all kinds of sec
Unrivalled
IIO.MF.
ns
of the principle's
an
exponent
ond hand goods and Junk. Send us
poHtal. Will call. Everything
a
Always
bright, always
"f
the
lias
party.
IiFPFP.I.ICAN
riy... Dec. 21. Gambling tions tbey
Tucson,
votenl
to adopt a high value. Old buildings, machinery, bug-gllean,
always
UELIAliLF.
always
Write for
newsy,
license, which inal:ea gambling so un-wagons, etc., bought for highest
m Arizona is te be stopped!
profitable
it
cannot
conductthat
be
price.
'copy
cosh
This
uliuJKt unbe3it'vab!e,
ouifrV
I'KI'.K SAMPl.i:
or send OXE DOLLAR
ed.
1 (didn't
it? Nevertheless it is true.
Tuc-iowas first.
ONK YEAR'S smVcription.
l'.ETTEIi STILL, reliwd Ezra
OFFICIAL
MATTERS.
The gambler must go Arizona has C. liartiett.
dean of tbei gamb.ing
The following articles of lucorpora
(ILOIJF
mit.
$1.2.1
tho
to
TODAY
PlUXTIXvl CO.,
tuid it.
fraternity in Arizona. The front ef lion have been filed in the office of
A poll erf the memlx-rof the next !bis famous palace of chance,
the Territorial Secretary J. V. Rayaolds:
MO.,
and
GUFAT
ST.
this
seeuro
LOUIS,
tt;iBlulurc shows that the majority Legal 'l ender, bears a Kign reading
The .oht Hullion Spanish Mines
PAPFU TWO YFA1IS, under speeial
favors the rejH'al of the statue licens- "closed."
company. Principal place of business
Dotmlas, a city on the international at Silver City. Grant couuty. Territoring gambling a':d making it a luwtul
"longtime-eampaign offer, which must be neeeptod
IXUrtlie'aH
Hue, followed, and Pliocaix. the capi- ial iiueni, l.co Dii Hols, at Silver City.
principal cities of the tal, ivcently did likewise.
Thmr
th in :;o (lavs from tlalc of tlii
Capital kiiH'k, $50,ouu divided ito llf
haveterritory
adopt. d prohibitive
The last general elution in Ari ty lliimsaud siiares of the par value
ilr.ejous ami
in driving tuu zona hurely healed the doom of the of $1 each, commencing business with
Tilubler
Tucson, Douglas and gambler lu this territory. No lobby $15,000. Object, giiur.l mining bust
iiit.
r
whieb be can maintain will be able ncfca. Dnialion fifty years. Incorporloeiiix coir'ul i:oi make a
of a business recognized by to pei'suuile
t') break tbeir ators R. C. Hunt and Arthur
of
siututu, but at bpetlal elec jproinist.; to their constituents.
IX'nver and l.ee Dullols ejf Silver City.

THE CHRISTMAS

PRESENT STORE

g

Have You Been in Yet to Look Around?

i

Five-dolla-

Remember there are only

4
More Buying Day Before Christmas!

BENHAM
Indian Trading
Co.

COR, RAILROAD AVE.

'

and FIRST ST,

OPEN EVERY

NIGHT

lead-bearin- g

J. D. Eakln, President.
G. Otoml, Vice President

Successors to

r

MELINI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

.

'

gold-silve-

laqara,

fol-ur- e

Nash Electrical Supply Co.

200-foo-

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt heap
vrythlna la stock to outfit tbo
most fastidious bar eomplata

Hav been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhweet fop Jos. .
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and St. Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone.
Green River, W. H. McBrayei-- e Cedar Brook, louls Hunter, T.J. Mon-rcand other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell tne straight article as received by us from the best T Inert es,
Distilleries and Breweries in the United States. Call and inspect our
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Trice List,
issued to dealers only.

h,

The Ample. Life
Is besr understood
By

"SKIDOO!"

TWO YEARS

FOR

$1.25

f Jr

GAS
The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLO

mammKC
sm

Years the Standard of Piano Construction) s

(Eighty-fiv- e

ED

cm

Of The

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLD ONLY BY THE...

WHITSON
MUSIC
(Established
1882.)

I

t

MHBjasjsajjBnBBwnasawsjaBBMi

The World

at the way some folks
get rich. People censure individuals,
firms and corporations who obtain
wealth in an illegitimate manner. We
have built up our plumbing trade and
acquired our reputation in a legitimate way and will be pleased to be
favored with your contracts for any
kind of plumbing or tinning work.
is surprised

J.

Hay,

and Fresh Meats,

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND 8TOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
601 North First Street
Both Phones.

Pre-emine-

s

If you have tried other tailors and
why not try us.
We know wo cau please you, once
you g t a tuit of us you are sure to
come again, us our work is all strictly

ar not satisfied

first t lass.
Cleaning, pressing and repairing
done on short notice.
If you want something right give us
a trial.

SKM1-WFFKL-

jnir.

Ie-va-

CO.,

F. PALMER
Grain, Groceries

fr

b'si-.latoi-

&

West Silver Avenue.

Jo

He-r-

inisde-n.eano-

L. BELL
122

e,

of-thi-

CO.

Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything in music
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy payment plan.
116 South Second street
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

sr. louis

Glo be Democrat

I

CoRctard today to be the best is IK werld

Issue

The

vho avoid.

jneYlioii of

IIouss-Furnishing-

MMt

A GIOMI.

WHOLK9ALK OKALKRB IM

The Elite Restaurant

r

Treasurer.

Consolidated Liquor Company

j

''

Chaa. Mellni, ftocretarr

O. Bachecht,

H
TWO YEARS FOR $1 on

-

v

F. TOM El

& BRO.
110 Railroad Avenue
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Vehicles
... AND ...
1

Harness

mmmmm

at Reduced
rr rices.

Labor Saving Devices
Are the Order

Comfort and Happiness
Go Hand in Hand

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLV
TIME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

OLD KRIS
says buy your wife soniitniiiR useful
as well as ornamental. .In this day of the day and the ladies are entitled
of commercial activity It Is proper
Buy your wife a Rood comfortable
improvement.
10 imy something with commercial to the beaefit of the
rooker and she will gret yon with
makes a few Ruy a combination couch and bed.
A thias of beauty ig a Joy forevpr. value. Therefore. Kri
suggestions from the large stock of
smile.
New Portieres will nngnirn up tne
honiB consiJerabiy.
D.
The Furniture Man.
which he recommends to fastidious
The Furniture Man.
purchasers.
The Furniture Man.
The Furniture Man.

J. D.

J. D. EMMONS

EMMONS

tion by appealing to the brothers
who are working. The increase represents $5 to the man in addition to
the donation made yesterday.
In
this way every man on the system
will receive .a Christmas
present

TWO TUNNELS

of

ON RATON

$5.

HURTS

Hole Will Cost
Be Taken As Evidence of a
Santa Fe Double Track,

J. D.

e

m

EMMONS

WE FILL

EMMONS

PRESCRIPTIONS

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE NEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

VISITZt2OUR
NEW STORE
NORTH SECOND STREET

DISAPPEARANCE'

WE HAVE THREE FLOORS COVERED
WITH
"Mti' u STYLES ON THE MARKET OF

this new umpire i
in the Amercaa Association will be
on a warm day.
His name Is Ollle
1 inn.
noping ne win noi te-- '
tint's
come a "frost."
rt freshing

IS

A

lf,rvrrvX

MYSTERY

May Have Met With Foul Play
The winner of the
bicycle
at El Paso-T- he
Police
race at Madison Square (tardea gets
$1,500, second $1,000. third $750. All
Are Non Plused.

Kounaaoouts, etc.
Harness & SarlrlW

& CO.,
KORBER
NtW
ALBUQUKRQUK.

MEXICO

oooooooooooooooooooo

w

THIRD STREET

KILL the COUCH

I

AND

I

CURE

THE

Meat Market

LUNC8

All Kinds of Fresh

and Salt Masts,
Steam 8ausage Factory.
E.MIL KLEINWORT.
Masonic Building, North Third Street

Dr. King's
Now Discovery
WITH

ONSUMPTION

FORtJ0UGH8and
OLDS

MAUGEtf
VJOOL
with Raaoe ft

W. E.

Prlct
60c &$ 1.00
Fre

Trial.

m

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

j

l

i

d,

0'0

i

j

m

i

E SDr.

10)1 1

!

Notes

'

"Pro-jxisal-

First St.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

M.

TOT A OR
and Iiclilng
Pller. li filmnrliN the tumors.
illuj'H the liculuateiue, acts Dealers In Groceries, Provisions,
ft pmililro. if'vra Instnnt re- uratn ana jnieL
B li'(. Dr. Wllitums'Jnitiiinl'iloOint.
II
tnmit tstireniirrd for Ptlrsnnri ltrh. Fine Line of Imported Wines. Llqieet
Infc rf llm privmn purtH.
Kvrry box Is
and Cigars, place your orders las
vnrrnnie'i. jiv arurffi.T, hy mini on rp.
this line with us.
fiO ci'ntu nnd
l.(Hl.
of prli-pWILLIAMS
K.'NUFACTURING CT. I'n.p. r ievetnmt. i)hlo
NORTH THIRD 8TRXW
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.

API

i

tit

.

BECKER HOTEL

B. A, SLEYSTER
INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY
PUBLIC.
Room t, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

New Management, November

I, 1906

Opposite tho Santa Fo Depot
ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
BKLKN, M. M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL B3TAT
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Bulldla.

.

y

Manner.

Office, 115 North

WttllamV Indian Pile
euro llllnd,

ure-pare- d

Villa-nuev-

LATEST

Horse Blankets

slx-di-

Sporting

THE

Carriages, Buggies,

contestants get traveling and other
J. G. Hutchison, formerly roadmas-to- r
expenst s.
of the first district ion the Wins-lo.
Ih-c21. "Chief
Mo..
St. Ixiuis,
S;n Francisco. Dec. 21 The PaHoy Hamilton, who so mysteriousdivision but now with the Rock
.Engineer Morse, of the Santa Fe, an- Island at McFarland, Kan., is in the cific roast league is in a pickle. The
Terry
is going to the ly disappeared
from thg Eureka
nounced yesterday that a second tun- city, to remain over the holidays with new interstate commerce law, which country to recuperate. Poor Terry Is
got s Into effect the first of tile year, as much signed against as sinner. It house. El Paso, on Saturday, Dec. 9,
nel will b driven through Raton his family.
mountain. New Mexico. It will cost
threatens to play havoc with its rev- ought to be the workhouse for anyone Is still missing.
Mr. and Mrs. W. .1. White
and enues of other leagues. In the years who tries to match him in the future.
laoo.ouo."
A stranger giving his aame as .J.
Work on the new tunnel will be daughter, of AVinsIow. were in tne past, base Kail teams traveling up and j
lUimilton, from New Mexico, called
('tarry Hermann would never make at the Eureka house Sunday evenstarted within thirty days and it. is city yesterday, doing Christmas shop-- j down the coast hive received rebatis
expected It will tw. completed In eight ping. Mr. White is statistical clerk What will they amount to Is the coun la prize fighter. He has len sick ever ing, to make inquiries concerning Roy
months. It will bo 3.070 feet long. in Superintendent tllbson's office.
t'd to someibing. Tne railroads were since he and Presidt nt Murphy, of the Hamilton.
From the meager lafor- It will parallel tho present one under
generous to the clubs, sometimes re- iCitbs, had Unit wordy
setto over niation obtainable the inquiry stated
Engineer
R'oust;
A.
and
Everitt
the mountain aud will connect the Walcott, of Winslow, were
bating as high as half of the regular s ring dates
that he was satisfied the missing man
in the city fare, which was quite an item. In
ends of tho second track which has between
was not any relation of his. and left
tile
Wednesday,
en
to
trains
route
been built to either side of the mounJockeys at New Orleans have without giviag his address or where
course of a season the rebates figure
Topeka.
to
Kan.,
go
visit
they
where
tain. Tuo whIIh of tho new tunnel
Into the thousands on the eojst alone. sprung a sew training stunt. Instead his relatives live.
will be sixteen
apart at the base friends and relatives.
What will they amount t(, In the coun 'of walking or running miles clad in
Aa additional fact In connection
and about a food wider ut the spring
II. S. Gaunt, assistant to the gen- try at largt ? According to the new heavy sweaters to reduce weight, they with the mystery has conic to light
of the arch, the center of which will eral manager of the Santa Fe, and law which was pushed through con- now enter speed con lists at roller today, to the effect that Rey Hamil
be twentyfive feel above the floor.
ton when he left his room Sunday
whose headquarters are at Topeka, gress by the Iron hand of President 'skating rinks,
are to ,e no more remorning, stopped a ftw moments in
Roosevelt
there
night
private
arrived
here
last
in
his
This announcement, following close car.
bate's. This means tuat one and all
The turf world is sow agitated over front of the hotel and conversed with
upon the one that the Santa Fe would
are to ray the same fart. If a railroad Mile possible appearance as a "rlng-- I threo railroad men. He asked them
spend $25,mio,(M)0 on Improvements,
W. I Matchette, of the Santa Fe allows ball players to ride at half er" of Harding, a crack racer, who a few geaeral questions concerning
is a strong indication that the entire railroad at El Paso, was here on busiWith El Paso and the mineral resources
rale it must extend rue same privi- lias mysteriously disappeared.
and ness for the company yesterday.
main line will lx iuuble-trackeleges to all the other passengers. In so manay "ringers" as the public has of the surrounding country.
From
is evidence that the company expects
other words, (here can be no favorit- for victims, one which catches the bis remarks it was concluded that he
to make the present main line carry
ism. As the jumps are long on this "bookies" is a refreshing novelty.
Intended to invest In some mining
traffic to lis fullest capacity, even SON GREETS FATHER
property if he found a good opening.
coast this new law. if enforced to the
though the Helen cut-oi- l
has been
The policy of tho National l.tajuo Young Hamilton then proceeded toletter, will work a great hardship on
built. Raton mountain has been one
magnates
the
seems
to
to
be
make
all the clubs.
strett, and has
ward San
of the greatest obstacles the Santa
BEFORE HIS DEATH
"Yes. I have alteady taken notice strong teams stronger and let the not been heard of since.
AnFe ha.8 had to contend with.
weak
of the nt'w Intel state commerce law,"
It Is stated that at the time Hatn-liltoteonis hustle for themselves.
other tunnel would greatly facilitate
Ewisg of the San This Is directly opposite to the Ameri
President
remarked
appeared perfectly sober and
the getting of trains through north- LEANDRO
was
LUCERO.
SUPT. SAN Francisco club today. "I have writ- can League policy which tries to get In his right mind. A reKrt
ern New Mexico.
eight
No
evenly
matched teams.
ten to Hon. Fraaklin K. Kane, wno
MIGUEL COUNTY SCHOOLS
aeed current that ho had gone over to
a
Unci
a
to
is a Calil'orninn and a member of the to consult
fortune teller
Juarez and ge ttiag into trouble, had
DIES AT LAS VEGAS.
ENGINEERS TAKE SLAP
commission, for his opinio::, nnd if winch will pay in the long run.
been locked up in Jail. But upon inAT MINOR OFFICIALS.
vestigation it was found that there
he interprets the law its some others
County School Stiperintendel
big
colleges
west
era
in the
The
was no foundation for the report.
Men Who Pull the Trains do Not
I.ucero died this morning at do it will be a hard blow to the
"gag"
rule which
Approve of Railroads' Method
his home on the west side after an Coast league ami a dozen other nine have adopted a
Mrs. Bambini, at scr p&nors, No.
for prize
of Promotion.
illmsx of about three weeks, says the leagues which cover more than one might work beautifully
I
wouldn't be surprised to see tights. Hereafter no otlicial Is allow- 200 West Railroad avenue, is
In an indirect way the Brotherhood l.as Vegas Daily Optic, of Wednes- state.
to give thorough scalp treatthe games. Now
a number of leagues go to piecis if ed to discuss
of locomotive Engineers, In its nego- day.
corns,
years of the new ltw is rigorously enforced. wouldn't it save a lot of trouble If ment, do hair dressing, tro.
Deceased was forty-eigh- t
tiations with the railway companies
nnd Ingrowing
nails. Sh
for shorter hours. Is taking a hard of age and leaves u wife aad family Clubs won't be able to staud the rail- muzzles were clamped on prize fight- bunions
State leagues won't ers, referees, managers and moving gives massage treatment and manicurJap at the subordiuate officials and of five children, four boys and one road expense.
ing. Mrs. Bambir.rs own preparation
the manner in which they obtain their girl, and his mother, who was at his be affect.nl: it will onlv be those picture owners?
of eomtdexlon cream builds up the
like the coast league, which take In
positions, says the Topeka Suite bedside, to mourn his death.
Hlg Jim Jeffries is still llinisg with skin and improves the complexion,
EngIn plain, every-daDtata came at ti o'clock this morn- - two or more states."
Journal.
not to be injurious.
the prize riug. The nearest, he has and Is guaranteed
lish, tho engineers believe that su- ling, immediately after the arrival of
also prepares a hair tonic that
come to saying lit; will fight again is She
bordinate officials should be chosen his son .luan, who had been attendi hut:
"I will battle only for Ihe glory cures and prevents dandruff and hair
from the men who run trains and un- ing the military school at Roswell,
telegraphed
That is taken to mean falling out: restores Hie to dead hair;
who
to
of
America."
been
last
had
derstand practical operation
and
ratber
Hackenschmidt, who is scheduled to removes moles, warts and superfluous
than promoted from the position of Sunday to hastes hoiin- - as the condi'fight, dinner Moir for the champion-- balr. Also a face powder, a freckle
dispatcher. While that feature will tion of his father was considered sericure and pile cure.
ship of Englaad. and if he wins Is cure ofand pimple
not be menthmed directly, if the en- ous.
these preparations ere purety
a
gineers gain in their demamls for
I,candro Lucero was born at
coming to America. Jeffries is offer- All
vegetable compounds. Have Just aded a $50,000 purse to tight Jack John-- '
shorter hours, it will mean that in
and came to this city after his
ded a vibrator machine for treatment
son July 4 at Ely, Nevada.
future promotions will probably come election as county school superinof scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
through other channels.
tendent two years ago. From 1S!3
It I also used for rheumatlcoi, pains
people
In tornier days trainmasters and to 1894 he
as
the
FORT
BAYARD. N. M.. NOV. 2S. and massage
superintendents were usually promot- county commissioner, which office he
"What kind of a referee would Jim Sealed proposals in triplicate for
o
ed from the positions of conductors tilled with entire satisfaction.
Jeffries be if he were not a heavy-- i sinking and walling a brick well 15
Kins of All Cough Medicines.
reengineers.
it
Is
was
a
highly
promotions
He
Such
weight champion?"
and
Hum,
said feet In diameter, 45 feet deep, at this
educated and
are
Md. E. (5. Case, a mail currier of
now rare, though it is claimed it was j fcpocted
citizen
and made many
mighty bum.
i
post, will 1m
Ived here until 11 a. Canton Center, Conn., who has been
due to tho men themselves, who did menus ui roil K nou i me territory.
In the II. S. service for about Blxteen
in. Dec. '11 lUOii and thea opened. Innot desiro such promotions.
DisDouble knockouts appear to be the formation furnished on application. years, suys: "We have tried many
patchers are now the employes who PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS. real thing in ;,rize lights just now. 1'nited States reserves right to accept cough medicines for croup, but Chamroost frequently go higher. On ninny
PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to iAttel was declared tho winner twice or reject any or all proposals or any berlain's Cough Remedy is king of al!
roads there is hardly an official who cure any case of Itching, Blind, Bleed- lover Walsh. In New York Young Otto part thereof. Envelopes containing and oae to be relied upon every time.
poba not been promoted from the
s
We also find it Ihe best remedy ti'
ing or Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 put Jack Sinnot to sleep in the sec- proposals should be endorsed
sition of dispatcher.
days or money refunded. 50c.
for sinking and walling well" coughs and colds, giving certain reond round.
When Jack awoke he
The engineers are asking chiefly
.thought he had been having bad and addressed to ('apt. S. P. Vestal, sults and leaving no bad after i
train U supposed to make ten miles
fe t. " For sale by all druggists.
A Citizen Want ad does the work
dreams and insisted on another try. quartermaster.
for a reduction in hours. A freight
an hour. On a hundred-mildivision
r
day.
Hut many
this gives a
divisions are longer than the
schedule and it takes longer to
get over the road. On a division ol
mile. th train is theoretically
supposed to get over it ill fifteen
hours. After that time the engineer
is paid for ten miles every hour that
passe.-- before he reaches
the terThe engineers want the day
minal.
reduced to eight hours and to raise
lite Mcliedtib' to twelve and a half
teats an hour for overtime.
With such a schedule In t rt- , i tiit' B
Mexico
Railroad Metropolis of
PEL EN IS 21 MILKS SOUTH OF AI.IU'Ql'EK-QUE- .
Bginei rs believe trains could be got
N. M.. AT THE JUNCTION OK TIIK MAIN
over the roa i taster, tints saving
Cut-ofof
Fe
Located on Belen
f
LEADING
LINE OK THE SANTA KK SYSTEM
nioBi'y for 'he cvinpany and for tin;
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
public.
a
CITY, CALYESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO,
CONFERENCE IN CHICAGO
LOS ANGELES.
ON NEW LABOR MEASURE.
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
W. Baldwin,
F. C. Rice and W.
PASO AND TEXAS.
representing all the Chicago
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
held a conference Wednesday
141 FEET. LAID OCT WITH RROAD 80 AND
with the beads of the various railroad
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS
FEET WIDE.
labor organizations with a view of
trying to frame a new railroad labor
WITH UEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUHLIC PARK
bill to r.,114''' the I. a Follette bill
9' D SHAPE TREES; PUBLIC
AND GRAND
t'ow pending. The entire labor situa-lioCOSTING llfi.wt'i; CHURCHES;
"Gl'SE.
CliOOL
was discussed, and both sid s
A POPULATION OF 1.500
CLUB;
COMMERCIAL
agreed that some measure mutually
PEOPLE SKYER AL LARGE MERCANTILE ESbeaeticiai should ho agreed upon. It
TABLISHMENTS THE HELEN PATENT ROLLER
is I'xp'rlcil t hut thiM result will ulti- CAPACITY IjO BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
MILL.
itttaitivel.
uiat'lv
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
I ' ii r.
.1
was lonmr'y
BELEX IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING PiJINT FOR
Santa Vf at Sail
WOOL. FIH'R WHEAT. WINE. BEANS AND HAY
liy
a.s
a.-a mi
ii''i'.
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
RAILROAD CITY IN
to tli.- Holland insane- asyAS A GREAT COMMERCIAL
Ironi t.ns Atii;et.
lum W'cdin-RilaCAN NOT BE ESTIMATED
THE
FUTURE
NEAR
in
an.'l
hospital
t
a
w in
Hei was
!'''' ,,u'''' '""
U.f. Anni'l.-s-'l
t
insanity.
WM. M. BERGER, Sec'y.
jOHN BECKER, Pres.
tilii. el'H .pnl

ft

Avonam

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

At Consistent
Prices

ROY HAMILTON'S

fight.

How

D.

The Furniture Man.
Corner Coal Ave. and Second St.

Won't some pug invest something
original
Here is Abe Attel warbling
that chtst'int about retiring after his
next

Cornir First Striet and TIJtran

start.

n good

l

J.

There is one thing these league
meetings are good for. thev kill off
a ft'w thousand rumors of deals.

Clubs Must Pay Full Fare
Next Season As Rebates
Are Now Prohibited.

ten-hou- r

desk

He got it and a second knockout also.
There Is talk of matching Young Otto
with Young Corlx'tt.

BALL

The lAckawanna railway has announced that the demands of the conductors and trainmen have been satisfactorily adjusted.
They are given
liberal wage advances and a
day.

y

EMMONS

NEW RATE LAW

Kentucky is suffering from a coal
famine as a result of a shortage of
cars, and Chairman MoChord. of the
Kentucky railroad commission, has
been summoned tc appear before tne
interstate commerce commission at
to mane
. explanation.

PASS
5500.000-Ma-

J.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
Order is the first law of Heaven.
Have a place for everything
and
cverylUng in its place. A writing

lif'k'
$

SaW

li p

illil

THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
BAM BROOK BROS., Rropm.

LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLB
8ADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.

The "Sadie" for mountain part lea aaa"
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St.

A. E. WALKER,
riRB

INSURANCE.
Secretary

Mutual Building Lhms)
tion. Office at 217 West Rallrawl
OF THE COLD avenue.
we appreciate
a perfectly
heated
bouse, but ft Is uot every house that
Is properly warmed. If yours Is JackW. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
ing in aay way, or If you are undecided what ts the best system to in- LIVERT, SALB, FEED AND TRANftV
stall in a new house and need InforFER STABLES.
mation that Is trustworthy and valuable, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Mules Bought and S
We are specialists for hot water, hot
chanted.
air and steam heating.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CBTl
Standard Plumbing & Heating Co Second Street, between Railroad aa4
Copper Avenue.
COMING IN OUT

e
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The Belen Town and Improvement
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CHRISTMAS PRESENT

OP 5 FOR STRIKERS.
an. I if as-Smith,
nur it ltiMf.et 41. Machinists,
lnuitie-,tin- nn tnlicts t'.int h.- has
al.lt. to increase ihe Christinas einiia- -

I

0
0

;

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
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A Railway Center
FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL CO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN.
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL
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THE LOIS OFFERED ARE IX THE CENT EH
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROYED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
MODERN
WE NEED A FIRST-CI-ASNEWS-PHOTEL AND A GOOD,
PER
S,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
WARRANTY DEEDS.
PURCHASE
ONE-THIR-

D

S
MONEY CASH
MAY REMAIN ON
NOTE. WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONB
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
TWO-THIRD-

TOU

APPLY AT ONCE FOR M l, AND I'iMCES. ' F
WISH TO SECURE THE :iIO!t LSI' i.uTri,
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PACE EIGHT

ALBUQUERQUE
"

.

i

EVENING CITIZEN.

rlllos, stopped off here last night 011
his way to Helen and the Estanela
valley. The Judge Is expecting to go
ly way of the cirt-of- f
and will visit
WIMard and Estanela before rctura-Ing- .

j

For Christmas
are gaps in your Christmas list You can
call to mind several people whom you
want to remember, but don't quite know how or
with what.
That's the problem. There is a solution. Buy
Them a pair of our Shoes or Slippers. As long as
they are worn your friend will think of you and your
kindness. Isn't this an advantage over the ordinary
useless present?
Men's iSlwK'8, from

$.()

$2.00

Wen'a Slippers, from
Women's Shoos, from
Wbtnen's House Slippers
Children's Shoe from
Children's Kelt Slippers from

1.50
1.75

2.W

j.oo

5.00
1.50

1.00
no

2.50
1.00

SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at C. M. Brigham'e
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes into which
they enter. This is because we always procure toe best manufactured,
we find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

C. N. BRIGHAM
Not.
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Successor to
F. F. TROTTER.
and 12u South Second

GEO. W. HICKOX.

street

T. Y. MAVNARD

add!-dltJo-

Hickox-Maynar-

New Mexico's
mnd In

Your

Co.

d

Leading
Wmtehm

THE ARCH FRONT.

Jewelers

tor Roomlro
SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

SECOND

HARDWARE

Ila

biiHlnesN.

Hughes, of Santa
Fe,
stopped off here last night on hi
way to Kl Paso.
F. Ialnier and daiiKhter are here
from Cerrlllos to do some Christmas
shopping.
Max Paul Kempenlch, the well
known business man of Peralta, was
In the city yesterday.
The ladles of St. John's Oulld will
hold a special meeting at C.uild hall
tomorrow afternoon at 2 o'clock.
Mr. A. O. Foster had the pleasure
of welcoming his wife last night.
Mrs. Foster came in from Missouri.
Mrs. Peter Scheck. of 423 North
Fifth street, is entertaining her sister, MIhr Lizzie Foetsch, of Chanute,
Kan.
Copies of the Woman's club edition
of The Evening Citizen may be obtained at this office for five cents the
lievi

A.

copy.

M. M. Hawthorne
Is visiting his
family here.
He has just returned
from Old Mexico, where he has been
for the past year.
M. Kennedy, boss bollermaker
in
the Santa Fe shops at San Marclal, is
In the city, accompanlwt by his wife,
visiting and Khopping.
Hlckey & Moore, attorneys, anting
for E. 13. Chaves, brought suit yesterday In the district court for the foreclosure of a lien against C. H

l.

The Holidays are rapidly approaching. None realize this fact more
Uian do we, and anticipating a repettttoa of the gratifying patronage
accorded us last holidays, we have purchased the finest line of Rich
Cut Glass, Hand Decorated China and Sterling Silver Ware, la
n
to our usual Unes ever known la this city. The goods are on
display in our salesroom. South Second Street, and we cordially invite
your early inspection. Special attention paid to mail Inquiries.

The

Lack of tnwlc not evident at this
P. ,T. Clark Is here on a brief visit store. This afternoon, on account of
crowd at th "Lion Store,"
from Bolen.
Miss May O'Heiirn has returned a lady fn luted during the rush.
Prompt assistance soon restored her
from a short sojourn in Kl I'nso.
to conscloufnees and later she comH. O. Iliiraiini came in from Santa pleted
her purchases, apparently feelFe yestordar.
ing none the worse for her experience.
OeorRP H. Kills in In town from
The following officers were elected
Ijis I'lacrltas.
at a recent meeting of the Degree of
.?. .1.
of Wlllnrd. Is visit inR Honor to serve during the ensuing
In Alliti'iucrqiio
year: C. of H..
Stowell; L. of II.,
FYed lluning In In the city from Ills Kate Gatlin; C. of C, Elsie Schroed-er- ;
recorder, rata II. Allison; finanranch at Los Luna.
receiver,
Dr. F. Palmer and diiuulitor me in cier. Rachel J. Johnson;
Harsch;
usher, Itertha
Catherine
town from Ccrrillos.
Stowell; I. W., Andrew Werning; O.
V".
K. Curry, of CHison. Is spending W.,
If. ShufTelbargcr; P. C. of H.,
a short time here in the pursuit "f MaryJ. SlmfTHbarger
Mr-Vry-.

THERE

STREET.

GO.

Fourth and Railroad A venae
FOR.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

There will be n regular meeting of
Adah chapter, Order of the Kastern
Star, this evening, at 7:30 o'clock.
By order of the worthy matron. I. aura
Fluke, secretary.
El Paso has had more than one
hundred case of typhoid fever during
the present month.
"Iloll the water"
Is the instruction handed out. by tiie
city lioard of health.
The family of Archie Wuldie, 212
Lead venue. Is rejoicing ovtr the
arrival of the stork at their home.
It left 'a line baby boy, who was adopted thea and there.
Regular services will bo held at
Temple Albert this evening (Friday)
at 7:45. "A Classic Dreamer'' will be
the subject of Rabbi Kaplan's sermon. Everybody is welcome.
3. S. Pearlstine, who has been at
Fort Wingate for the past ten days,
acting as stenographer for the court
martial which has been 'In session
there, returned last evening.
J. S. Duncan, representativc-ect to
the territorial legislature from San
Miguel
county, arrived here this
morning from Las Vegas for a. brief
visit.
Sheriff Artnijo, Justo Armijo. T. S
Hubbell and Anuido Chaves, who let
here last Monday evening to attend
the funeral of Mrs. Nestor Armijo, at
Las Crucos, returned yesterday morn
log.

SEE OUR LINE OF

Miss Minnie Lewis, a
Vegas girl, won the Ias Vegas
limes spelling contest, thus captur
ing a $100 prize. Fifteen hundred
school children took part in the con
test.
The many friends of Mrs. Sulonian
went to New
1una. who recently
lork. in the company of Mr. Luna
and her niece, Miss Nina Otero, will
lxt glad to leara that the trip has been
quite beneficial to her.
Hello O. Harris, Emma Dent Jones
Achsah M. Harris and: Martha R. Me
Cabe, are registered at the Alvarado
as the Lyric quartet. They will give
an entertainment at too Railroad
reading rooms tonight.
W. Y. Walton and Roderick Stover
have returned from a hunting trip to
the Mazano mountains.
They went
for turkeys, but some Isleta braves
had beat ttuni to a flock that inhabited the divide south of Encabot-and
their hunt was a fruitless one.
Walliam Farr, has returned here
from his recent trip to hla ranch at
Brawley, Cal. Mr. Farr superintended the shipment of a carload of cattle to Brawley and concluded an important sale of beef to the Cudahy
Packing company ut Los Angeles
during his absence.
Tho Junior pupils of Mrs. Rosa
Oldeon gave their third recital
last evening In the Commercial club
building. Tho fourth and final entertainment of the series will be given
(
January 8th. The performances
so far reflect the painstaking
care
and correct methods of Mrs. Oldeon.
Judge A. L. Kendall, couuty commissioner of Santa Fo county and
imstmaster of his home town, Cer- a

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Foarth and Railroad Avenue

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diimonds.. Watches, Jswelry, Cut Clans. Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We

turltf

YOU

of the city are bringing pressure
to lear to have
remain
him
believing
and
that Albuquerque
New Mexico at large will afford
present
a good field for his work. At
Dr. McCormick is located
on west
Railroad avenue near Sixth street but
if he should decide to remain per
manently, he will secure more como- dlous rooms down town.
Felt or leather slippers for men
$1.51) to $2.00;. felt Juliettes, with fur
trimming, in red. green, black or
brown, for women, $1.25 to $1.00; red
fell slippers for boys and girls, tiOc to
$l.oo, at C. May's Shoe Store. 314
West Railroad avenue.
PRATT'S, INTERNATIONAL, DR
HESS AND CLARK'S AND WIL
AND
BUR'S STOCK
POULTRY
E. W.
FOOD.
FEE, 602 SOUTH
FIRST STREET.

Lindemann,
206 W. OoM

Avemt

COAL

Factory wood, per load

DENTIST.

4- -

SUPPER?
Tan.
B"k r $2.2sl
$1.50
and

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

ROOM 2,

CROMWELL BLOCK.
ESTABLISHED SINCE 1889.

JUST

TO REMIND YOU

Makes a Very Practical Present
No doubt many would appreciate a SHOT GUN
A POCKET KNIFE-- Is

always acceptable
We have the celebrated "Diamond Edge" Cutlery
Decorated China and Nickel Plated Ware

Botween Railroad and Copptr A ve.

Wholesale and Retaili

HARDWARE

less than wholesale price).

THE MAZE.
The Store for Holiday Goods.
metal doll bed. with bed
clothes
65c
Green and holly wreaths
30c
boxes of
can
dles
30c
lib. fancy box of
candy
43c
Cups and saucers, 10c to
65c
Men's large white china silk in
itial handkerchiefs
50e
BisseH's carpet sweepers
$2.40
Rocking horses
90c
wheel harrows. 15c to
65c
rancy baskets, 6c to
45c
Christmas tree candles, box
10c
Indies' silk handkerchiefs. 10c to 25c
hoods,
Children's
25c to
75c
ladies' knit shawls. 50c to. .....1.00
Children's knit legglns
25c
Handsome pillow shams
00c
Your wife would RDnreciate a
pair of lace curtain stretchers,
and they only cost
$1.35
Remember, Christmas potiltrv will
bo on Mile Saturday, Dec. 22.
THE MAZE.
WM. KIEKE, Propr.
17-ln-

Vi--

high-grad-

high-grad-

0
0

o
O

o
O

Iron Pipe, Pumps, Valves, Fittings Steam and Water
Supplies Hose and Belting.
Stoves, Ranees and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron, Steel, Wagon Wood Stock, Blacksmith Supplies.

Mail Orders Solicited
lie.403, North
401,

113,

117. mouth flrmt

F.I)

At
Once
tnat can run sewing
do neat repairing.
Luundry company.
That old timer. Hilly
is caterer a! the Club
I

Howling

Alley,

TOYS!

118

TOYSI1I

OF

TOYS

I

COME

EARL

AND

'HAWLEY

AVOID
ON THE

PEERLESS HOMEMADE
AT WALTON'S DRUG

- AT TNC
0L0MB0 HALL DANCING SCHOOL
Admission

50c

ladies Free

Albuquerque, New Mexico

3E

TV

tana

Sanguine! te.
Saloon aad
Gold avenue.

TOYSII

AM

Young
lady
machine and
Tho Imperial

atroot

rirtftroot

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
WAN

NORTH FIRST STREET

115-11- 7

208 South Second street, has for
fine line of millinery goods, at

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

4

iln

$1.50.

...SIMON STERN...

DR. L. H. CHAMBERLAIN,

sale a

CANDIES,
STORE.

WASHBURN COMPANY

Silk

for

Special Prices Are Being Made This Week on
Oar Entire Stock of Boy's Salts, Overcoats,
Hats and Farntshlngs.

Both Phonet.

Miss Laura M. Lutz,

'

FEE'S

Large Line Silk Suspenders

$1.00 to

W. H. HAHN & CO.

Give us your ROUGH DRY work
Monday, and get It back Wednesday
Imperial Laundry Co.

AND ALL KINDS
OF HOLIDAY
GOODS AT LOW PRICES.
CASH BUYERS' UNION,
122 NORTH SECOND STREET.
Com p. Syrup of Eucalyptus,
for
coughs, colds, bronchitis, price 50c. At
lUiiM V

$2.25
$1.75
25 lo 75c

FANCY HOSIERY.
A. H. 8. A. M. SUIT,
KID GLOVES.

30c, 6

,6nmEnDERS

$2.25
2.75
3.00

Between the hours of 3 o'clock In
the afternoon and 8 In tho evening of
Saturday,. Dec. 22, the ladies of the
Presbyterian church will sell home
cooking In the parlors of tho church
la addition to bread, pie, plum pud
ding and fruit cake, hot waffles with
butter, syrup and coffee will be
served.

The (inb Saloon aad Howling Al- py, lis West Gold avenue. A pleas
mt resort for gentlemen.
Ed. A.
Riehlc. proprietor
TOYS. DOLLS,"DOLL
BUGGIES.
WAGONS, HANDKERCHIEFS, FURS

$2 00

Dents' Gloves
Mocha Gloves
Fancy Hoskry

SMOKING JACKETS,
BATH ROBES.

Handsome

WOOD
Green Mill wood, per load
Dry Mill wood, per load

Free lu:ich all lay t the Club Sa
loon and Bowling Ally.

CORNER."

$G.50
$20.00

$10.00 to
lounging Robes
I'trrlns' Gloves

Pure Linen
HANDKERCHIEFS,
All Initials,

THE MAZE,
WM. KIEKE. Propr.

THE RUSH.

50c to $2.50 for Swell Ties
Jackets .... $5.50 to $12.50

Most beautiful
NECKWEAR
v?r had.
50c to $2.00.

SILK MUFFLERS.

Genuine American Block per ton $6.50
CerrillM Lump
6.50
Anthracite Nut
8.50
9J0O
Anthracite Mixed
Anthracite, stove and furnace
lie
9.50
Clean Gas Coke
6.00

SATURDAY'S SPECIAL SALE.
Cranberries, per quart
10c
15c
Lemon iieel, per lb
25c
Citron peel, )r lb
2 lbs. ginger snaps
15c
2 lbs. soda crackers
15c
10c
Christmas tree candles
Pumpkin, per can
10c
2 lbs .of paper shell almonds....
45c
3 bottles of chow-cho25c
2 bottles of olives
25c
Cekry salt, per bottle
15c
Largo package of oat (lakes.... 25c
Received for this sale, direct from
tho farm, a choice lot of dressed tur
keys, geese, ducks aad chickens.

AT
DAYS.

We have prepared for your Christmas wants this season and
are now displaying the largest line of Holiday Neckwear and
mufflers ever shown la this city. All the newest croaUoug di
reet from New York aro shown.

Men like to get neckties, silk suspenders,
nice hose, handkerchiefs, mufflers, gloves, slippers, smoking jackets things to wear.
Can't you find something In this list you think would make a'
nice present for a gentleman?

At MALOY'S.

WILL POSITIVELY SELL
COST FOR THE NEXT
SIX

E. L.

1900

&

CHRISTMAS DINNER
Cauliflower, cucumbers, egg plant
head lettuce, green lima beans, green
strl.ig beans, white wax beans, green
peas, tomatoes, oranges, white grapes
black grapes, red grapes, apples
bananas, nuts, candy, etc.

NER."

A Christmas Suggestion

Useful Ttings

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECONDHAND Pianos at
your own prices almost
SEE US betore you buy

FOR YOUR

HAVE $800 WORTH

$400 to

TODAY

Learnard

THAT

Smoking
Hath Robes

be?

Do It Today

OUT OF THE TOY
BUSINESS AND WILL CLOSE OUT
MY ENTIRE LINE
OF TOYS
AT
COST. "HAWLEY ON THE COR

CAN FINO IT AT 122 S. 2d St.

What joy the very word brings. 'Tie at Chrl.tmae time that we
turn from eelflshneee and try to make other happy. And tw
inie onngs nappmesa unto ourselves! What shall the

In the purchase of a Piano

VV. McCormick.
M. D., father of
the McCormick Gold cure, recently
of New V rk City, is in the city and
may remain. Dr. McCormick's Gold
cure Is one of the most successful
cures for the liquor habit yet discovered and some of the best people of Eitahlifhcd

I

ir ITS NEW

NO IV

190B.

Christmas!

.

We can ave you money

Fu-trell-

THE

EVERITT

Believe Us

W.

Xms

FINE CHINA
CUT GLASS
CHAFING DISHES
BAKING DISHES CARVING SETS
SILVER PLATED WARE
FOOD CHOPPERS
FINE CUTLERY

mtOAY, DECEMBER Tt,

.

P omittrv
We Have the Finest and Largest Supply of Anyone in
the

City--C-

all

and Inspect Before Buying.

Turkeys, Ducks,
Geese and Chickens

Fancy Roasting Pigs

0o
o

ft

